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Model-based ontrol in orporates fundamental pro ess knowledge to
a hieve improved monitoring and ontrol performan e. However, on-line modelbased ontrol is generally limited to linear models or nonlinear models of
low-dimension. Rigorous models of dynami pro ess are often des ribed by
di erential algebrai equations (DAEs). Many rigorous DAE models require
too mu h omputational e ort to be implemented in real-time ontrol appliations, where ontrol al ulations must be performed on-line (i.e. in a few
se onds). The prin ipal fo us of this dissertation is to redu e the omputational requirements for large-s ale model-based estimation and ontrol. This
obje tive is a omplished with a variety of strategies that are ombined in an
e e tive way to meet real-time onstraints with limited omputing resour es.
The prin ipal strategies are adaptive storage and retrieval o -line to enable
eÆ ient on-line ontrol, nonlinear DAE model redu tion, and development of
vi

an expli it solution to moving horizon estimation (MHE). Both MHE and reeeding horizon ontrol (RHC) are developed to meet real-time onstraints. In
situ adaptive tabulation (ISAT) is used to store and retrieve ontrol solutions.
In addition to the adaptation for ontrol appli ations, ISAT is developed as
a general nonlinear fun tion approximator and is shown to outperform neural
networks in both interpolation and extrapolation. In addition, ISAT is designed to handle nonlinear fun tions with dis ontinuities or regions that are
not ontinuously di erentiable. With DAE model redu tion, storage and retrieval of ontrol solutions with ISAT, and the expli it solution to moving
horizon estimation, real-time nonlinear model predi tive ontrol (NMPC) is
feasible with large-s ale DAE models.
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Chapter 1
Introdu tion

The dynami modeling of hemi al and biologi al pro esses, using rst
prin iples, usually leads to mathemati al models that are systems of di erential and algebrai equations. Two main lasses exist: lumped parameter and
distributed parameter models. The lumped parameter models are mostly systems of di erential and algebrai equations. The di erential equations stem
from material and energy balan es over di erent nite ontrol volumes, while
the algebrai equations usually des ribe the physi al, hemi al, and thermodynami properties of the system. Often the algebrai relations represent
dynami me hanisms that o ur in nitely fast. This time s ale di eren e is
used in model redu tion of rea tion networks, hen e redu ed models for the
kineti s are sometimes DAEs. Fundamental models for distributed parameter systems onsist of sets of partial, di erential, and algebrai equations. In
these models, the onservation laws are expressed around in nitesimal ontrol
volumes, leading to partial di erential equations. Using di erent te hniques,
e.g., the method of lines, these models are approximated as DAEs so they an
be numeri ally solved.
The quandary of an engineer who must develop a dynami physi o1

hemi al or biologi al model to use in pro ess ontrol is that there is a very
large range of possible models that an be used, from simple to omplex. Every model in orporates assumptions that must be made by the modeler, who
usually does not know a priori the impa t of the assumptions on model a ura y or ontrol quality. If the model is too omplex (e.g., over 20 states), then
the omputation time for ontrol al ulations may be prohibitive, in the range
of several hours, for a pro ess that responds with time onstants on the order
of several minutes. What is needed is a methodology that allows the modeler to use a rigorous model, and imbeds model redu tion and omputation
redu tion into the CAD approa h, so that time redu tions by a fa tor of 100
an be a hieved, permitting real-time al ulations. Using rigorous models has
been a re ent trend in related elds, e.g., in pro ess simulators su h as HYSYS
and in omputational uid dynami s software su h as Fluent. Developing a
methodology to use su h models for pro ess ontrol is the main thrust of this
resear h.
The proposed approa h onsists of unifying four steps in order to arry
out model-based ontrol of DAE systems in real-time (order of several minutes
between ontrol hanges):
1. di erential and algebrai equation redu tion (new adaptive approa h)
2. shift ontrol al ulations oine for eÆ ient online retrieval, using in situ
adaptive tabulation (new appli ations for estimation and ontrol)
3. expli it solution to moving horizon state and parameter estimation
2

4. expli it solution to re eeding horizon ontrol
The hallenge is to make this approa h work for DAE systems with hundreds
of variables, whi h has not been done su essfully before.
1.1

DAE Model Redu tion

Large s ale rst prin iples models an onsist of hundreds of di erential
equations and thousands of algebrai equations. Solving the di erential algebrai equations (DAEs) simultaneously in simulation and ontrol appli ations
an pose a numeri al hallenge. Other motivations for model redu tion are
for storage and retrieval of optimal ontrol traje tories, insight into the model
stru ture, and analysis of dynami degrees of freedom.
Nonlinear model redu tion approa hes su h as balan ed ovarian e matri es (BCM) and proper orthogonal de omposition (POD) have been developed to optimally redu e the number of di erential states. However, these
model redu tion approa hes annot redu e the number of algebrai equations.
Be ause the algebrai equations often greatly outnumber the di erential states,
signi ant order redu tion of the overall model is not a hieved by POD and
BCM, whi h onstru t a redu ed model from a linear ombination of the original states. During this transformation, physi al signi an e of the variables
is lost. In appli ations it is often desirable or required for a redu ed model to
retain physi al signi an e of the original variables.
Other approa hes have been suggested for DAE model redu tion, but
3

they generally su er from poor s aling to large s ale problems or extensive
model on guration [20℄. The proposed te hnique in this work has the advantage of good s aling for large s ale problems and no spe ial model manipulation. An added advantage is that the physi al signi an e of the algebrai
equations is retained. A major fo us of this work is also in making the model
redu tion approa h adaptive in order to a hieve a spe i ed level of a ura y
ompared to the orginal model. Being adaptive, the DAE model is redu ed
automati ally with no prior training simulations.
1.2

Storage and Retrieval

In ontrol, a group of inputs are used to determine a ertain number of
outputs. If the model is deterministi , the same set of independent variables
(inputs) will always produ e the same set of dependent variables (outputs).
In blo k diagram form, the inputs (s) enter the system and leave as a set of
out omes (f ) . Sensitivity information may also be optionally available from

Figure 1.1: Blo k diagram of a deterministi al ulation of f based on independent variables s. The blo k diagram may represent open loop simulation
or a simpli ation of losed loop ontrol.
the fun tion evaluation. The sensitivity matrix (A) reveals the amount that f
4

hanges with a small perturbation in s.
A=

f
s

(1.1)

In some appli ations, it is desirable to store previously omputed values of f
in order to estimate future values of f without redoing the usual al ulations.
In this pro ess of storage and retrieval it is desirable for the estimated values
of f to be within some error toleran e (tol ) of the a tual f .
jf festj  tol

(1.2)

Costs asso iated with a storage and retrieval method in lude on guration
osts, CPU time osts, and storage osts. Con guration osts are largely a
fun tion of the degree to whi h the method is generalized and automated.
CPU time osts in lude the onstru tion of a database and the retrieval time.
Storage osts an be a fa tor if the dimension of s or f is large. Overall,
storage and retrieval may be desirable if the following onditions exist.
1. Retrieval time is mu h faster than the original al ulation
2. The same al ulations are performed repeatedly but with di erent values
3. Real time onstraints make the original al ulation infeasible
4. The CPU time to generate the database is small ompared with retrieval
savings
5. Storage osts are small
5

Storing and retrieving solutions to sets of nonlinear algebrai equations an
be a omplished in many ways. General riteria to ben hmark storage and
retrieval methods were given by Pope [66℄.
1. The CPU time required to reate the store
2. The memory required for the store
3. Ina ura ies in the retrieved mapping (e.g., interpolation errors)
4. The CPU time required to retrieve from the store
5. The degree to whi h the te hnique is generally appli able and an be
automated
An exhaustive review of all possible storage and retrieval te hniques is beyond
the s ope of this work. However, one algorithm, the arti ial neural network,
has be ome a popular te hnique for nonlinear fun tion approximation. In situ
adaptive tabulation (ISAT) is then introdu ed as a new approa h for storage
and retrieval. Ea h of the algorithms is judged by the ben hmark riteria.
Neural nets are networks of adaptable nodes whi h, through a pro ess
of learning from task examples, store knowledge about system behavior and
make it available for later use [5℄. The exibility and general appli ability of
neural nets have been demonstrated by diverse appli ations a ross many elds
of study. Neural nets are an e e tive tool to in orporate histori al data for
use in state estimation and ontrol, although ltering and pre onditioning the
6

plant data are often time- onsuming tasks [67℄. One limitation of neural nets
is the inability to extrapolate outside the training domain.
1.2.1 In Situ Adaptive Tabulation

In situ adaptive tabulation (ISAT) is a storage and retrieval method

developed for dire t numeri al simulation (DNS) of turbulent ombustion
ames [66℄. ISAT dire tly ontrols the approximation error by adding multidimensional linear regions to hart unmapped state spa e. In this way, extrapolation error is kept within spe i ed error toleran es. Another desirable
property of ISAT is that the store is onstru ted in situ, without previous
training simulations or optimizations. For DNS, ISAT repla es the hemi al
rea tion integrations to greatly enhan e the speed of the al ulation. As a
bla k-box fun tion approximator, ISAT gradually repla es the original fun tion al ulation by storing and retrieving previous omputations (see Figure
1.2).

Figure 1.2: ISAT stores solutions and sensitivities (A) to approximate f with
multidimensional pie ewise linear regions.
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1.3

Resear h Obje tives

The main obje tive of this resear h is to develop te hniques to apply
large s ale rst prin iples models in real-time ontrol. Detailed models of
hemi al manufa turing pro esses often onsist of many thousands of DAEs.
Solving large s ale models in ontrol appli ations an be omputationally infeasible in real-time. Several strategies have been developed to make optimal
approximations and simpli ations. Other obje tives of this resear h in lude:
1. Optimally redu e the real-time omputational requirements of nonlinear
model predi tive ontrol (NMPC) for large s ale models. Many te hniques have been proposed to redu e the on-line requirements of NMPC
[22℄ [23℄ [43℄, but are generally limited to single pro ess units and small
models with short ontrol horizons.
2. Develop adaptive model redu tion of DAE models to optimally redu e
the model order. This optimal redu tion of model order retains the most
important dynami degrees of freedom of the original model. Developing
an adaptive approa h means that training and appli ation o ur simultaneously in an iterative pro ess.
3. Redu e the real-time omputational requirements of dynami state estimation while retaining the a ura y of large s ale model based state
estimation. Re eeding horizon state estimation an be nearly as omputationally demanding as the re eeding horizon ontrol problem. Be ause
both are solved on-line, both must meet real-time y le requirements.
8

4. Propose ISAT as a repla ement for neural networks as a general nonlinear
fun tion approximator. One of ISAT's limitations was that a sensitivity
al ulation is required to add a new re ord to the database. Be ause
many nonlinear fun tion al ulations do not in lude this feature, a modi ation to the algorithm is ne essary.
1.4

Overview of this Dissertation

In this introdu tory hapter, storage and retrieval of open loop simulations and losed loop ontrol is proposed with ISAT. ISAT eÆ iently stores
multiple linear approximations of a nonlinear solution. It is a generi approa h
that is applied for storage and retrieval for real-time ontrol. A brief overview
of neural networks as a omparison, a history of ISAT development, and disussion of DAE model redu tion provide some ba kground for this resear h.
Ea h of the resear h obje tives is addressed in following hapters.
Chapter 2 gives details of the ISAT algorithm modi ed to adaptively
approximate any nonlinear fun tion. An approximation to the lo al sensitivity is developed with multivariable linear regression. Unlike neural networks,
the ISAT mapping of the nonlinear surfa e is performed sequentially, thereby
avoiding large global optimizations. ISAT and neural networks are dire tly
ompared in an illustrative example.
Chapter 3 introdu es DAE model redu tion. Be ause ISAT storage
and retrieval is more eÆ ient for smaller problems, signi ant e ort has been
devoted to extra ting optimally redu ed small and medium s ale models from
9

large s ale models. In pra ti e, many large s ale models an be redu ed with
very little redu tion in model a ura y. An adaptive DAE model redu tion
approa h is proposed with the only tuning parameters being the required variable a ura y. The adaptive strategy simultaneously re nes the redu ed model
stru ture and model order with an iterative approa h.
Chapter 4 outlines the appli ation of a ombined model redu tion and
storage and retrieval for real-time NMPC. DAE simulations are stored and
retrieved to redu e real-time ontrol requirements by 85 times for the regulator.
Appli ation to state estimation is also outlined. In sequential or hybrid NMPC
formulations, the same store an be a essed for state estimation and the
regulator, leading to faster training of the ISAT database.
Chapter 5 proposes another way to dynami ally store NMPC solutions.
By parameterizing ontrol solutions as a fun tion of urrent states, NMPC
solutions an be stored and retrieved for sequential, hyrbid, or simultaneous
solution strategies. The proposed storage of optimal ontrol is potentially more
eÆ ient than that of Chapter 4 and requires no ustomization of the nonlinear
programming (NLP) sub-problems. A ontrol study involving a ontinuously
stirred tank rea tor (CSTR) model demonstrates an appli ation of ISAT in
ontrol.
Chapter 6 is the estimation ounterpart to Chapter 5 on ontrol. Chapter 5 reveals an expli it solution pro edure for ontrol to redu e the omputational demands. However, the estimation problem must also be solved at every
time horizon step with a omputational load similar to the ontrol problem.
10

An expli it solution to the un onstrained moving horizon estimation problem
is proposed. This expli it solution is able to estimate the urrent states, parameters, and input or output disturban es. For onstrained problems, an
iterative solution te hnique is proposed to guarantee onvergen e in solution
times that are lose to the expli it solution. By ombining the te hniques of
hapters 5 and 6, model predi tive estimation and ontrol an be implemented
without omputational hardware restri tions.
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Chapter 2
The ISAT Algorithm

Model size, nonlinearity, sparsity, and other fa tors ontribute to the
ease or diÆ ulty of obtaining a numeri al solution in simulation and ontrol
al ulations. Generally, small nonlinear models in the range of 100 states or
less are amenable to real-time (10 se onds or less y le time) MPC implementation. By redu ing the model size, larger models an be eÆ iently applied
in real-time ontrol appli ations.
Another real-time feasible MPC strategy involves shifting the omputational burden o -line for eÆ ient on-line retrieval. Storage and retrieval of
ontrol traje tories an eliminate the on-line omputational burden of model
predi tive ontrol. By redu ing the ontrol al ulations to a simple lookup of
pre omputed solutions, advan ed ontrol an be applied to appli ations that
do not merit large omputational resour es. The purpose of this hapter is
to demonstrate the appli ation of a storage and retrieval algorithm, ISAT,
that ompa tly stores the pre omputed ontrol solutions, eÆ iently a esses
the values to meet fast sampling onstraints, and adaptively builds the store
when new information is a essible. In applying ISAT to ontrol al ulations,
some of the spe ially tailored features designed for the original appli ation in
12

simulation of rea ting turbulent ows [66℄ had to be modi ed. However, this
hapter does not a tually dis uss the spe i tailoring to ontrol. Instead,
the ISAT algorithm is made generi to store and retrieve any deterministi
nonlinear fun tion. Subsequent hapters then take this generi framework to
show ontrol appli ations. By starting general and be oming spe i , all appli ations of ISAT an be seen in one ontext. Also, this will aide appli ation
to other areas outside of ontrol or ombustion modeling.
Besides generalizing ISAT for a range of appli ations, a new development in this hapter is a more thorough explanation of the algorithm on a
step-by-step basis. This is intended to expose all of the details to fa ilitate
future development. One of the biggest limitations to widespread use of ISAT
as a general nonlinear fun tion approximator is the requirement of sensitivities. As a new development, sensitivities are estimated from a database of
previous input-output data using linear regression. A ltering strategy is able
to determine when suÆ ient data exist to form a lo ally a urate linear approximation.
In storage and retrieval, the goal is to retain the a ura y of the original
al ulations while substantially lowering the omputational osts. Analogies to
the ISAT method exist in many di erent industries and produ ts. For example,
omputer systems are built with multi-layers of a hing. One of the reasons
that Pentium r pro essors are onsidered superior to Celeron r pro essors is
the larger amount of a he. This a he stores and a esses frequently omputed instru tions and data and thereby improves the pro essor performan e.
13

As another example, the omputer an speed-up the e e tive download speed
for internet onne tions by storing web pages on the hard disk. When a web
site is visited again, the page an be loaded from the mu h faster hard disk.
The ommon hara teristi s of these speed-up te hnologies are:
1. The rst time through there is no speed-up. In fa t, there may be some
slow-down asso iated with building and storing the database.
2. Sear h time is generally fast ompared to repeating the operation.
3. Storage osts for the database are low ompared to the ost of repeating
the operations.
4. There is a suÆ ient probability that the operation will be repeated,
otherwise the database would serve mainly as an ar hive.
5. The system performan e in reases as the database matures and more
operations are repeated.
ISAT is storage and retrieval algorithm for nonlinear fun tions. These
nonlinear fun tions may be time intensive omputer simulations, al ulations
that require real-time results, or for appli ations that do not merit substantial
ompuational power. As a data-based appli ation, there is a phase of training
asso iated with every appli ation. As the database matures and retrievals
o ur, ISAT uses a binary tree ar hite ture to ensure fast sear h time. With
a parallel in rease in data storage apa ity and pro essor speed in modern
omputers, storage osts rarely be ome a fa tor in ISAT appli ations [21℄.
14

2.1

Review of ISAT for Turbulent Combustion Simulations

Detailed ombustion models typi ally in lude rea tants, produ ts, and
rea tion intermediates that result from hundreds of rea tions. These rea tion
times ales an range from 10 9 to 1 se ond. Models with a large range of
times ales produ e a sti system that is diÆ ult to integrate.
Analyti al and numeri al tools have been developed to optimally redu e
the kineti models. Some of these tools in lude sensitivity analysis, prin ipal
omponent analysis, and spe ies lumping pro edures [85℄. Another tool is
omputational singular perturbation (CSP) as a formal way to apply partialequilibrium approximations on an a priori basis [46℄.
Many of the methods for reating redu ed me hanisms rely on steadystate or partial-equilibrium approximations. However, the redu ed me hanisms are generally limited to a range of temperature, pressure, and/or spe ies'
on entrations, known as the thermo hemi al spa e. Outside of this de ned
spa e, large errors an o ur. To over ome this de ien y, Mass and Pope
proposed a new method for redu ing the simulation burden of detailed hemi al kineti s based on intrinsi low-dimensional manifolds (ILDM) [50℄ [51℄.
However, the ILDM method also had the following short omings [93℄.
1. Storage requirements in rease dramati ally as the manifold dimension
in reases.
2. The entire thermo hemi al spa e must be al ulated for a xed dimen15

sional manifold that annot be easily adapted when a higher dimensional
manifold is required.
3. For higher dimensional manifolds, the work to retrieve information is not
trivial.
4. There is a la k of dynami error ontrol.
5. Existen e, uniqueness, and ontinuity of the lower dimensional manifold
are not guaranteed.
ILDM was reated as a dimension redu tion te hnique that gave modest
improvements in omputational performan e. Later, Pope developed in situ
adaptive tabulation (ISAT) to dire tly redu e the omputational requirement
without dimension redu tion [66℄. The ISAT method al ulates and stores
the data in situ rather than as a prepro essing step. Thus, only areas of the
thermo hemi al spa e that are a essed are in luded in the database. Another
bene t of ISAT is the addition of error ontrol that seeks to limit the retrieved
data is within a spe i ed error toleran e [49℄. In a turbulent ame simulation,
a redu tion by a fa tor of 1000 in the omputational e ort was demonstrated
[66℄.
Consider how ISAT redu es omputational time of simulating the omplex hemistry in turbulent ames. Often tens of hemi al spe ies are linked
together by thousands of possible hemi al rea tion pathways. Coupling the
hemistry, onve tion, and di usion in a simultateous simulation is often too
16

omputationally demanding. As a rst step, the hemistry integration is isolated from other physi al simulations, su h as mixing, by one of many splitting
s hemes. During the ourse of the rea ting ow simulation, integration queries
onsisting of initial states (0), an integration time (t), and an error toleran e (tol ) are sent to ISAT many times. ISAT returns the nal states (f ) of
the hemistry integration within the spe i ed error toleran e. Sin e Pope rst

Figure 2.1: Blo k diagram of ISAT intera tion with the rea ting ow simulation. ISAT stores and retrieves the thermo hemi al properties involved in
hemi al rea tions. Be ause the hemistry is de oupled from the other aspe ts
of the simulation, the nal hemi al ompositions are a unique fun tion of the
initial on entrations and time.
published the ISAT method, there have been numerous appli ations of ISAT
in ombustion to simulations that were previously quite formidable. Saxena
and Pope [74℄ [75℄ simulated a piloted jet di usion ame of CH4 air with 16
spe ies and 41 rea tions. A signi ant speedup was not reported be ause the
hemistry al ulations took only 60% of the total CPU time. Other simulations
have shown that up to 99.9% of the CPU al ulation are hemistry related,
making possible an overall redu tion of 1000 times [66℄. Shah and Fox [78℄
performed omputational uid dynami (CFD) simulations of methane thermo hlorination rea tors involving 38 spe ies with a speedup of 138 over dire t
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integration. They also mentioned that ISAT has been su essfully applied to
a me hanism with 116 spe ies and 447 rea tions, although no further details
were given. Xu and Pope [92℄ performed another simulation of piloted jet
ames of methane with a parallel implementation of ISAT with an estimated
speedup of 40.
There has been some interest in redu ing the storage requirements for
ISAT. Tang and Pope developed an extension that ombines ISAT and model
redu tion through rate- ontrolled onstrained equilibrium, abbreviated ISATRCCE [81℄. ISAT-RCCE as applied to a me hanism with 32 spe ies and 175 rea tions shows a speedup fa tor of 500 over dire t integration. Another method
to redu e storage was proposed by Chen et al. [21℄. The ISAT database is
repla ed by a neural net, thereby redu ing the storage requirement from 100
MB to 1 MB. Even though there is a savings in memory, there is a loss of
error ontrol. The authors mention that by using a neural net, extrapolation
would produ e unpredi table results and that ISAT should be used for points
outside the training domain.
2.2

Details of the ISAT Algorithm

The ISAT algorithm was originally developed for storage and retrieval
of initial value problems (IVPs) involving ordinary di erential equation (ODE)
models (see Figure 2.2). ISAT was originally developed to store and retrieve
ODE numeri al integrations. Given the initial states, the nal states are approximated by a linear extrapolation from a neighboring solution. ISAT at18

Figure 2.2: ISAT was originally designed to store and retrieve numeri al integrations of hemistry evolution in turbulent ombustion simulations.
tempts to ontrol the approximation error by de ning a region of a ura y
around the initial state.
A generalized development of the algorithm is ne essary for the broader
appli ation as a nonlinear fun tion approximation tool for ases in whi h gradient information is not available. As a nonlinear fun tion approximator, the
potential appli ations of ISAT are greatly expanded. In subsequent hapters,
the ISAT algorithm is applied to IVPs involving di erential-algebrai equations (DAEs) and regulator solutions for nonlinear model predi tive ontrol
(NMPC). A generalized form of the ISAT algorithm follows.
2.2.1 The ISAT Re ord

The basi unit of the ISAT database is the re ord. An ISAT re ord
onsists of the initial states and inputs, the nal states, a sensitivity matrix,
and an ellipsoid of a ura y (EOA). The sensitivity an be estimated when
it is not expli itly available from the fun tion al ulation. The EOA is a
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matrix used to ontrol the retrieval error. A distinguishing feature of ISAT
over other storage and retrieval methods is the automati error ontrol. For
Table 2.1: Elements of the ISAT re ord, along with the ve tor and matrix
dimensions
ISAT Re ord Element Symbol and Dimension
Independent variables
s 2 Rm
Dependent variables
f 2 Rn
Sensitivity
A 2 R nxm
Ellipsoid of a ura y
M 2 R mxm
optimal ontrol, s is a set of parameters and initial states, f is a set of inputs
to the system, A is a sensitivity of the inputs to s, and M is an ellipsoidal
region about s that de nes the linear approximation limit in order to a hieve
a desired a ura y.
2.2.2 Sear hing the Re ords with Binary Trees

When a essing the database, the only pie e of information that is
known is a query ve tor of initial onditions. Ideally, a stored re ord is retrieved that minimizes the approximation error. However, the approximation
error annot be veri ed without performing the al ulation of interest, thereby
negating the utility of storage and retrieval. Generally, loser re ords produ e
lower approximation errors be ause the linear approximation is lo ally a urate. The approximation error is sub-optimally minimized by sele ting a re ord
that minimizes a measure of loseness. In this ase the measure of loseness is
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the di eren e between the query ve tor (sq ) and stored ve tor (ss) .
x = jsq

ss j

(2.1)

Sear hing the ISAT re ords sequentially would require O(N ) operations to
ompletely sear h the database and nd the losest re ord. A more eÆ ient
sear h stru ture is the binary tree. A balan ed binary tree requires O(log2(N ))
operations for lo ating a re ord. One of the drawba ks to binary tree sear hing

Figure 2.3: Ea h node of a binary tree an either be a leaf or bran h. The
leaves of the binary tree are individual re ords of the ISAT database. A bran h,
on the other hand, points to two other nodes. All bran hes divide until a leaf
terminates the line.
is that the losest re ord is not always sele ted. To over ome this de ien y,
multiple binary trees are used to in rease the probability of nding the losest
re ord. The re ords are equally divided among the binary trees to maintain a
balan e in sear h times. On e all of the binary trees are sear hed, a sequential
sear h is performed to determine the losest re ord among the ones the binary
trees sele ted. By adjusting the number of binary trees, an e e tive ompromise is rea hed between the a ura y of the sequential sear h and the speed
of the binary tree sear h.
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On e a lose re ord is lo ated, ISAT performs one of three s enarios.
These s enarios in lude retrieval, growth, and addition. Ea h of these is des ribed in more detail below.
2.2.3 Re ord Retrieval

The automati error ontrol de ides if retrieval is appropriate. The
error ontrol is a omplished with the ellipsoid of a ura y (EOA) with a enter
being the stored start. Another point, sq is within the EOA if xT Mxx  2tol .
If the query point is within the EOA then f is estimated (fest) with a linear
approximation using the sensitivity (A).
fest = fs + Ax

(2.2)

If xT Mxx > 2tol then the point sq is outside of the EOA and a retrieval
annot be performed. Even though the query point is not inside the EOA, the
linear approximation may still be within the error toleran e for fest. The next
step of the algorithm is to he k the a tual error.
2.2.4 Re ord Growth

When retrieval is not possible, the approximation error is omputed. In
order to he k the a tual error, an original fun tion evaluation must determine
the orre t value of f (f = fun tion(sq )). If jf festj > tol , the EOA should
not be expanded. Instead a new re ord should be added to the ISAT database.
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The growth step should be skipped and the algorithm jumps ahead to the ISAT
addition phase (see se tion 2.2.5).
If jf festj  tol , the EOA an be expanded to in lude sq . This new
region is a minimum volume ellipsoid that in ludes the new point, sq , and the
original EOA. The growth algorithm involves six steps. Ea h of the steps is
des ribed rst in mathemati al terms and subsequently with a two dimensional
graphi al example.
2.2.4.1 De nition of the EOA and growth point

After repla ing tol with to simplify the notation, the EOA is de ned
by all possible query points that satisfy Equation 2.3.
xT Mx x  2

(2.3)

In the two-dimensional example shown in Figure 2.4, an ellipse is entered
about the origin as an estimate to the region of a ura y. This ellipse an
grow as the region of a ura y is revealed with further query points.
2.2.4.2 Transform the oordinates to map the EOA to a unit hypersphere

In this step a matrix Tyx is omputed to map the original x- oordinates
onto a new y- oordinate system that transforms the EOA into a unit hypersphere. A unit hypersphere is simply a higher-dimensional generalization of
the three-dimensional sphere with radius of one. The matrix Tyx maps all
points in x into the y oordinates with the relation y = Tyxx. Likewise, the
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Figure 2.4: The enter point of the ellipse is the origin. The growth point sq
be omes xq after the translation and the EOA is de ned in terms of x.
inverse of Tyx (or Txy ) maps y into the x oordinates with x = Tyx1 y = Txy y.
The rst subs ript letter of T refers to the transformed oordinate system
while the se ond subs ript letter refers to the original oordinates.
A S hur de omposition gives Mx = QxxQTx with Qx being a unitary
matrix (QTx = Qx 1 ). The square root of the diagonal matrix x is omputed
by taking the square root of the individual elements along the diagonal. The
transformation matrix be omes Tyx = 11x=2 QTx .
It will now be shown that the oordinate transform does, in fa t, transform the EOA to a unit hypersphere in the new oordinate system. First, the
inverse of Tyx is found to be
Tyx1 = Txy = Qx x 1=2
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(2.4)

Making the substitution Txy y = x in the EOA equation gives
( Qxx 1=2 y)T Mx( Qxx 1=2 y) =

(2.5)

2

Rearranging and substituting Mx = Qxx QTx gives
2 (y T  1=2 QT )Qx x QT (Qx  1=2 y ) = 2
x
x
x
x

(2.6)

The 2 term an els and QTx Qx = I be ause Qx is a unitary matrix. This
leaves
y T x 1=2 x x 1=2 y = 1
(2.7)
Finally, be ause x 1=2 xx 1=2 = I the EOA in transformed spa e be omes a
unit hypersphere.
y T Iy = 1
(2.8)
2.2.4.3 Map the growth point to the transformed oordinates

The same transformation matrix Tyx is used to transform the growth
point to the new oordinates.
yq = Tyx xq

(2.9)

The magnitude and normalized dire tion of yq are important for subsequent
al ulations. The magnitude is the Eu lidean norm of yq .
mag (yq ) = kyq k2
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(2.10)

Figure 2.5: In a two dimensional example, the y-axes are shown relative to
the x-axes. In the y-axes referen e frame, the ellipse be omes a unit ir le
entered at the origin.
The normalized dire tion is simply the ve tor divided by the magnitude.
yn =

yq
kyq k2

(2.11)

2.2.4.4 Align one of the y -axes with the dire tion of the growth
point

One of the y-axes must be aligned with the dire tion of the growth
point. This is a omplished by omputing an orthonormal basis to yn. An
orthonormal basis is produ ed by rst subtra ting the outer produ t of yn
from the identity matrix of appropriate dimension.
R=I
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yn ynT

(2.12)

Figure 2.6: The growth point is translated to the new y referen e frame. The
magnitude is the distan e between yq and the origin. The normalized ve tor
yn has a unit length and points in the dire tion of yq .
A S hur de omposition of R gives
R = QR R QTR

(2.13)

The diagonal matrix R is equal to the identity matrix ex ept that one of the
diagonal elements is zero. This diagonal element orresponds to the axis that
is aligned with yq in the z oordinate system. The transformation matrix is
the transpose of the unitary matrix from the S hur de omposition (or obtained
more eÆ iently by a Householder transformation).
Tzy = QTR

(2.14)

A new oordinate system is de ned by z = Tzy y. Transforming the y oordinates to the z oordinates the EOA be omes
(Tyz z)T I (Tyz z) = 1
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(2.15)

Rearranging gives

z T TyzT Tyz z = 1

(2.16)

Be ause Tyz has the spe ial property of a unitary matrix that TyzT Tyz = I , the
EOA is also a unit hypersphere in the z oordinates.
z T Iz = 1

(2.17)

Figure 2.7: The axes are rotated so that one axis aligns with the growth point.
This rotation is important so that the ellipse an be expanded along the aligned
axis.
2.2.4.5 Grow the hypersphere into an ellipsoid that rea hes the
growth point

The half length of the axis, aligned with yq , is expanded by modifying
the appropriate element of the identity matrix. This is the same element that
orresponds to the zero diagonal element of R . In this ase, the rst diagonal
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element is shown as the appropriate sele tion. The semi-axis of the ith axis of
an ellipsoid zT Mz z = 2 is ( 2=i )1=2 where i is the ith eigenvalue of Mz . In
order to stret h the hypersphere into a minimum volume ellipsoid that in ludes
zq and the original EOA, the half length is lengthened to the magnitude of zq .
Be ause the magnitude of zq is equal to that of yq , the matrix element is set
to kyq k2 2 .
2
kyq k2 2 0    0 3
. . . 0 77
6
0
1
6
Mz = 6 .
(2.18)
4
.. . . . . . . 0 75
0  0 1
The grown EOA is zT Mz z = 1.

Figure 2.8: The ir le is expanded into an ellipse that rea hes the growth
point. This is a minimum area expansion of a symmetri ellipse.
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2.2.4.6 Transform the expanded ellipsoid ba k to the original oordinate system

The grown EOA is transformed ba k to the original oordinate system
with inverse transformation matri es. The z oordinates are a fun tion of the
x oordinates a ording to
z = Tzy y = Tzy Tyx x

(2.19)

Substituting for z in the EOA equation and multiplying both sides of the
equation by 2 reverts ba k to the x oordinates and re overs the form of the
original EOA. This is the minimum volume ellipsoid that in ludes the original
ellipsoid and the growth point.
xT Mxe x = 2

(2.20)

with the expanded volume determined by
T T
Tzy Mz Tzy Tyx )
Mxe = 2 (Tyx

(2.21)

2.2.5 Re ord Addition

When jf festj > tol the EOA should not be expanded. Instead a
new re ord should be added to the ISAT database. The ore elements of an
ISAT re ord are s, f , A, and Mx . Ea h of these elements is dis ussed in the
subsequent se tions.
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Figure 2.9: When the ellipse is transformed ba k to the original oordinates,
xq is on the ellipse perimeter. In addition, the ellipse is a symmetri minimum
area expansion that in ludes the growth point and the original ellipse.
2.2.5.1 Initial states and inputs

The ve tor s is the query point that is not eligible for retrieval or
growth. This point be omes the enter of the new EOA.
s = sq

(2.22)

2.2.5.2 Final states

The ve tor f omes from an original fun tion al ulation. There is
no omputational advantage with growth or addition be ause a omplete alulation is required. Re ord growths and additions are part of the database
building phase. The real advantage of ISAT o urs when retrievals greatly
outnumber growths and additions.
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2.2.5.3 Sensitivity

Sensitivity information may also be optionally available from the fun tion evaluation. For dynami systems, the intial state sensitivities an be
solved simultaneously with the state equations. Automati di erentiation an
improve the a ura y and redu e the omputational burden that is required
to obtain sensitivities. The sensitivity matrix A reveals the amount that f
hanges with a small perturbation in s.
A=

f
s

(2.23)

When the sensitivity is not available from the fun tion evaluation a statisti al
approximation an be made. At least m, where m is the dimension of the
ve tor s, fun tion evaluations are required to al ulate an a urate sensitivity.
The fun tion evaluations an be obtained by sorting through a database of
previous results or by generating new results.
When sorting through a database of previous results, are should be
taken to sele t re ords that are lose to sq otherwise the sensitivity may not
be lo ally a urate. The data ltering routine in this se tion may be modi ed
based on the known hara teristi s of the fun tion that is approximated. The
lter suggested here is designed for fun tions that exhibit dis ontinuities, regions that are not ontinuously di erentiable, or strong nonlinearities. When a
sensitivity is requested, a multiple binary tree sear h is ondu ted to gather a
set of 4m re ords that are lose to sq (sq 2 R m ). Multivariate linear regression
is used to obtain a sensitivity about sq . If the residuals from the regression
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are less than the requested ISAT toleran e, the sensitivity is a epted as a
lo al approximation. In the event that the requested ISAT toleran e is not
met, data are ltered from the set by two alternate means. The rst lter
eliminates the re ord with the highest regression residual. The se ond lter
removes the re ord that is furthest from sq in the 1-norm sense. These lters
remove re ords until the regression toleran es are met or until fewer than m
linearly independent re ords remain. Linear independen e of the re ords is examined with a singular value de omposition of the raw data set. Independen e
is maintained if m non-zero singular values exist.
When generating new results, m linearly independent ve tors of s should
be generated around sq . These linearly independent ve tors an be reated by
de ning an orthonormal basis as R = I yyT , where y is any unit ve tor.
Performing a fun tion evaluation m times for all of the s ve tors an be a pu
time intensive step.
On e the m fun tion evaluations are ompleted, the sensitivity an be
estimated through multivariate linear regression. Ea h of the s and orresponding f ve tors are rst subtra ted from sq and fq .
s = sq s
f = f (sq ) f = fq

f

(2.24)
(2.25)

The linear regression model in ludes a residual ve tor, resid , as an indi ation
of how mu h ea h lo al result deviates from the linear model. A large residual
indi ates that a perturbation of s does not t in with the linear model. This
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ould indi ate that the perturbation of s should be redu ed to generate lo ally
linear solutions to f .
f = As + resid
(2.26)
The ve tors are assembled into matri es X and Y .
2
3
s1 T
. 7
X=6
(2.27)
4 .. 5
sm
2
3
f1 T
. 7
Y =6
(2.28)
4 .. 5
fm
An estimate of the sensitivity is al ulated by simple matrix multipli ations.
A = Y X T (XX T ) 1

(2.29)

The regression approximation to the sensitivity an be poor if data are not
in the lo al linear area. However, an ina urate sensitivity approximation
will not degrade the error ontrol, but will likely de rease the eÆ ien y of
ISAT. Without an a urate rst order approximation, the EOA size is limited
to smaller lo al region. It is preferable to use integrated sensitivity analysis when available. For example, popular ODE and DAE integrators su h as
ODESSA, DASAC, and DASPK in lude the apability to ompute the sensitivity simultaneously with the integration. This sensitivity information is used
in the rst order approximation of fest.
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2.2.5.4 Initial estimate of the EOA

An initial estimate of the EOA should be onservative for good error
ontrol. ISAT employs a rst-order approximation for estimating f . Se ond
order and higher terms have been trun ated from this approximation.
fest = fs + Ax

(2.30)

By assuming a zero-order fun tion estimation, the rst-order term be omes an
approximation to the trun ation error.
fest = fs
trun

 Ax

(2.31)
(2.32)

Substituting trun for the error term in the EOA equation gives an approximation for the zero-order EOA.
xT Mx x = 2 = Ttrun trun
Mxzero

= (Ax)T (Ax) = xT (AT A)x
order
= AT A

(2.33)
(2.34)

Sometimes the zero-order approximation produ es an EOA with a large priniple axis be ause of a low sensitivity in a parti ular dire tion or be ause the
dimension of f is less than s. To remedy this problem, the singular values
of A are adjusted to be at least 2tol =2. To a omplish this, a singular value
de omposition of A is performed to give U V T . Any diagonal elements below
2tol =2 are raised to the minimum value. The orre ted matrix is re onstru ted
from the new diagonal matrix of singular values.
A~ = U ~ V T
(2.35)
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The orre ted zero-order approximation of the EOA ensures that large prin iple axes are onservatively redu ed.
M~ xzero order = A~T A~
(2.36)
2.2.5.5 Binary Tree Addition

On e all of the ISAT re ord elements are omputed, the re ord is added
to the binary tree. The growth of the binary tree involves the reation of a
new node. In this ase, the re ord added to the tree is re ord3. Supposing
that re ord3 is loser to re ord2, the tree is grown on the right bran h with the
reation of node2 . The new node2 is de ned by 2 and a2 whi h are obtained

Figure 2.10: The binary tree is grown to in lude a new re ord. The growth
reates a new node where the next losest re ord previously appeared.
from the following equations, where s2 and s3 belong to the new re ord and
next losest re ord, respe tively.
2 = s3 s2
(2.37)


s +s
(2.38)
a2 = 2T 3 2
2
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As a nal step, the node2 pointers are linked to re ord2 and re ord3, and node1
points to node2 .
2.3

S aling to Large S ale Problems

One of the limitations of the ISAT method is that the storage requirements are proportional to n2 , where n is the total number of states [21℄. Therefore, smaller models are better suited to omputational redu tion through
ISAT. A pra ti al limit may be on the order of 100 states (see examples in
Chapter 4).
2.4

Example:
works

Comparison of ISAT and Neural Net-

ISAT and neural networks are ompared in this example. Neural networks were sele ted as a ompetitive alternative due to their su ess in ontrol
appli ations. For this example, all retrievals are purposely kept within the
training domain. ISAT dire tly ontrols the most intuitive tuning parameter
for nonlinear fun tion approximation: The amount of error between the a tual fun tion and its approximation. Neural networks tuning parameters are
entered on the network stru ture and optimization toleran e for onvergen e.
These tuning parameters are less intuitive and lead to an indire t error ontrol
s heme. The rst eigenfun tion of an L-shaped membrane is sele ted as a test
problem for the omparison (see Figure 2.11). One quadrant of the eigenfun tion is linear while the three quadrants are a ontinuous nonlinear fun tion.
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Figure 2.11: The rst eigenfun tion of an L-shaped membrane used to ompare
ISAT and neural networks. The se ond and third eigenfun tions have also been
shown in MathWorks' publi ations.
The eigenfun tion is a good test of nonlinear fun tion approximation algorithms be ause it exhibits both linear and nonlinear regions with parts that
are not di erentiable. The horizontal axes x and y are the independent set.
The verti al axis z is the dependent set. Data were generated by sele ting
oordinates of x and y at 31 equally spa ed intervals for a total of 961 (= 312)
fun tion evaluations. On the graph, the interse tion of two lines indi ates a
point where a fun tion evaluation o urred.
Be ause the sensitivities are not available from the al ulation, ISAT
used a statisti al approximation for the slope at ea h point. ISAT's prin ipal tuning variable is the absolute toleran e for fun tion approximation error
(tol ). As the error toleran e is lowered, the number of linear regions in the
ISAT approximation in reases. To illustrate, the error toleran e was initially
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set at tol = 0.5. Be ause the z values range from -0.3 to 1.0, an error toleran e
of 0.5 is extremely oarse. ISAT omputed 12 linear regions to approximate
the nonlinear fun tion (see Figure 2.12). The shape of the nonlinear fun tion

Figure 2.12: ISAT approximation with an error toleran e of 0.5. Due to the
high error toleran e, the approximation is very oarse with 12 linear regions.
is barely re ognizable be ause the nonlinear region is approximated with only
a handful of linear fun tions. One good aspe t of the approximation is that the
left quadrant is exa tly represented by ISAT's linear approximation. De reasing the error toleran e to tol = 0.1 produ es onsiderably better results with a
total of 48 linear regions. However, there are still regions of the approximation
that approa h the maximum error toleran e (see Figure 2.13). Finally, with an
error toleran e of tol = 0.01 and 206 linear regions, the ISAT approximation
resembles the original fun tion (see Figure 2.14). For this example problem,
the number of linear regions in reases proportional to the re ipro al of tol .
With other appli ations of ISAT, tol should be hosen to balan e the osts of
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Figure 2.13: ISAT approximation with an error toleran e of 0.1. The approximation is more re ned with 48 linear regions.
fun tion approximation error and storage requirements. For omparison, the
same fun tion approximation was made with an arti ial neural network. The
neural network has two layers with a linear output layer of 1 neuron and a
tangent fun tion layer with 4 neurons. The neural network was generated and
optimized using MATLAB's neural network toolbox. The neural network was
trained with the same data that produ ed the ISAT database (see Figure 2.15).
The approximation deviates signi antly from the original fun tion shown in
Figure 2.11. Some of the key missing features are the non- ontinuously differentiable points, a quadrant that is exa tly linear, and shape of the peak.
A neural network is basi ally a nonlinear fun tion with parameters that are
optimized to t a desired fun tion. The neural network an approximate a
wide range of nonlinear fun tions. However, some expertise is required to determine the number of layers, number of neurons in ea h layer, training data
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Figure 2.14: ISAT approximation with an error toleran e of 0.01. The approximation in ludes 206 linear regions and ISAT losely approximates the original
eigenfun tion.

Figure 2.15: Neural network approximation to the eigenfun tion.
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set, and optimization to t the nonlinear fun tion. In addition, there is no
error ontrol to limit the amount of approximation error. The approximation
error is determined by the stru ture and training of the neural network.
ISAT, as opposed to neural networks, uses linear regions to t a desired
fun tion. Also, ISAT has dire t ontrol over the error toleran e, whi h is
the most important tuning parameter for nonlinear fun tion approximation
algorithms. Other advantages of ISAT over neural networks are that no global
optimization step is required to build the database. When ISAT en ounters
data outside of the training set, it either expands an existing linear region or
adds a new linear region. The reation of new linear regions is determined by
the error toleran e ontrol. Also, ISAT an approximate fun tions that are
not ontinuous or ontinuously di erentiable.
2.5

Summary and Con lusions

This hapter outlines a new storage and retrieval algorithm for nonlinear fun tions. Although originally developed to redu e the omputational
burden of DNS in turbulent ombustion, the algorithm shows promise as a
general nonlinear fun tion approximator. In this hapter, a des ription of the
algorithm has been developed in a way that does not restri t the appli ation
of ISAT to one parti ular area. Although many of the details of the ISAT
algorithm are presented in other papers, a more thorough explanation of the
algorithm is given to larify some of the details. In addition to reporting the
details of ISAT, new features have been developed. Many fun tions do not
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produ e an exa t sensitivity. In the ase when the sensitivity is not available, a statisti al approximation is attempted. The statisti al approximation
is determined by olle ting previous al ulations lose to the point of interest.
This feature also identi es when insuÆ ient data exist to provide an a urate
sensitivity. With a sensitivity approximation, any nonlinear fun tion an be
stored and retrieved with ISAT.
The eigenfu tion of an L-shaped membrane was used as a test problem
to demonstrate ISAT's apabilities ompared to neural networks. In subsequent hapters, it will be shown how ISAT applies in storage and retrieval of
open-loop and losed-loop simulations. Open-loop simulations refer to simulations without optimization of parti ular model paramters. Closed-loop alulations seek to optimize de ision variables to meet an obje tive. These
appli ations in pro ess ontrol are further examples of ISAT's apability as a
general storage and retrieval te hnique.
One of ISAT's limitations is that storage osts s ale with the square of
the system size. To over ome this de ien y, model redu tion is in orporated
to de rease the model order. The next hapter is devoted to model redu tion be ause the eÆ ien y of storage and retrieval an be poor for large s ale
problems. Be ause large s ale systems are typi ally ne essary to a urately
model real-world phenomena, model redu tion is used to redu e the model size
within an a eptable range for storage and retrieval.
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Chapter 3
DAE Model Redu tion

A major obsta le to more NMPC appli ations is the rapid and reliable
solution of the optimization problem in real-time [68℄. To over ome this obsta le, several approa hes have been suggested to redu e the omputational
overhead. In Chapter 4, the omputational load is redu ed by storing and
retrieving solutions of DAE integrations of the model equations. In Chapter
5 the omputation is shifted o -line by storing and retrieving optimal ontrol
solutions. Both te hniques are mu h more eÆ ient for lower dimensional problems. Model redu tion generally does not signi antly lower the omputational
ost of simulation and ontrol. However, model redu tion an enable o -line
storage and retrieval for eÆ ient on-line implementation. The model redu tion
strategies in this hapter are an important step in a hieving omputationally
feasible model based ontrol solutions.
DAE model redu tion has traditionally been an a posteriori approa h.
Training simulations determine an a eptable redu ed order model that may
or may not be valid over the entire set of desired simulations. This hapter
outlines a new in situ approa h to adaptively determine the redu ed model
order during the desired simulations. One bene t of this new approa h is more
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dire t ontrol over redu ed model error. The model error, not the model order,
be omes the prin ipal tuning parameter. This hange of tuning parameters is
more intuitive be ause the te hnique automati ally adjusts the model order to
meet variable error toleran es.
3.1

Previous Work

DAEs onsist of di erential equations and algebrai equations. In the
general form, the DAE problem is as follows
fDAE (_z ;z;t) = 0

(3.1)

where z is a ve tor of variables and t is a s alar. The DAE is nonlinear when
the ve tor f is a nonlinear fun tion of the z_ , z, or t. In order for the problem to
be a DAE, at least one of the oeÆ ients of z_ must be zero. The DAE an be
grouped into di erential equations (fODE ) and algebrai equations (fAE ). The
variables are also divided into di erential variables (x) and algebrai variables
(y).
fODE (x;x;y;t
_ )=0
fAE (x;y;t) = 0

(3.2)
(3.3)

Typi ally, the DAE equation residuals are time invariant and t an be eliminated from the general equation form. However, it is in luded in subsequent
derivations for the sake of generality.
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3.1.1 Redu tion of Di erential Equations

The main types of model redu tion for nonlinear ODE models are proje tion methods, proper orthogonal de omposition (POD), balan ed ovarian e matri es (BCM), perturbation methods, and model simpli ation [52℄.
Perturbation methods are useful for models where there is a large separation
of time s ales allowing the fast dynami s to be eliminated [89℄. Even though
there are many types of model redu tion te hniques, few are optimal in some
sense. Two optimal nonlinear model redu tion approa hes are balan ed empiri al gramians [34℄ and POD [94℄. Balan ed empiri al gramians were later
found to be a spe ial ase of BCM [33℄. The two step pro ess, in POD and
BCM, rst omputes a similarity transform from step or impulse simulations of
the original model. Next, a Galerkin proje tion onstru ts the redu ed states
from a linear ombination of the original states. The redu ed set of states
from BCM is optimal in apturing input to output dynami s of the original
nonlinear system. POD is optimal in apturing input to state dynami s. During the Galerkin proje tion step, the physi al meaning of the variables is lost
but an be re overed by an inverse transform.
A Galerkin proje tion maps a full set of variables onto a redu ed set of
variables that make up the redu ed model. For BCM, the Galerkin proje tion
is a set of ve tors that optimally aptures the highest degree of input-output
dynami s. For POD, the Galerkin proje tion is a set of orthogonal ve tors but
aptures the highest degree of input-state dynami s. Ea h su essive ve tor is
the dire tion that maximizes the amount of varian e in the model states while
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maintaining orthogonality to the previous dire tions. For the semi-expli it
ODE model form
x_ (t) = f (x(t))
(3.4)
the Galerkin proje tion (P~ ) is applied by de ning a redu ed set of variables
x(t) = P~ T x(t) + r(t)

(3.5)

where r(t) is a state residual to a ount for the ina ura y of the redu ed
model. The redu ed model exa tly represents the original model when the
residual is retained.
x_ (t) = P~ f (P~ T x(t) + r(t)) + P~ r_ (t)

(3.6)

At this point the residual and its derivative are typi ally set to zero and some
of the system dynami s are ne essarily lost due to the redu ed order of the
model.
x_ (t) = P~ f (P~ T x(t))
(3.7)
Two te hniques for obtaining a Galerkin proje tion are des ribed in se tions
3.1.1.1 and 3.1.1.2. POD is optimal in apturing input-state e e ts while BCM
is optimal for input-output e e ts.
3.1.1.1 Proper Orthogonal De omposition

POD is performed by analyzing the varian e among the system states.
This is a omplished by de omposing the ovarian e matrix of the states into
eigenve tors and eigenvalues. The eigenve tors asso iated with the m largest
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eigenvalues be ome the pri ipal dire tions in the redu ed model. Here m is
the order of the redu ed model and n is the order of the original model. The
Galerkin proje tion onsists of the similarity transform (T ) and a proje tion
matrix (P ). The proje tion matrix onsists of the top m rows of an identity matrix. For POD, the similarity transform (T ) is the transpose of the
eigenve tor matrix.
P~ = P T
(3.8)
The Galerkin proje tion takes a linear ombination of states to form a redu ed
set. The model an either be redu ed through trun ation or residualization
[34℄. Trun ation assumes that the transformed states orresponding to the
lowest (n m) eigenvalues are onstant (see Equation 3.9). Trun ated redu ed models perform better than residualized models with high frequen y
perturbations. One disadvantage is that there is usually some steady state
o set.
2
3
3 2 
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f1 (x; u)
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Residualization assumes that the derivates of the transformed states orresponding to the lowest (n m) eigenvalues are onstant (see Equation 3.10).
Residualized redu ed models have no steady state o set, but perform worse
than trun ation for higher frequen y responses. Residualization is often not
desireable be ause the redu ed model is a DAE of the same order as the orig48

inal ODE.
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These de nitions of trun ation and residualization are onsistent with those
given for linear systems. For linear system trun ation, the redu ed states
are set to zero be ause the variables are in deviation form. For linear system residualization, an expli it transformation of the redu ed variables an be
obtained.
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4

3.1.1.2 Balan ed Covarian e Matri es

Nonlinear model redu tion using balan ing of ovarian e matri es has
proven e e tive for sets of ODEs [33℄. This method redu es the nonlinear
model to a variable subspa e that aptures the most important dynami s of
input-output behavior. One system studied by Hahn and Edgar [?℄ is a binary
distillation olumn with the re ux ratio (u) as the manipulated variable and
distillate omposition (x1) as the ontrolled variable. The simulated olumn
ontains 30 trays, a reboiler, and ondenser. The 32 states are the ompositions
of the liquid at ea h stage. The ODE model is pla ed in the general nonlinear
form.
x_ = f (x; u)
y = h(x)
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(3.11)
(3.12)

A similarity transform (T ) is omputed from the balan ing of empiri al gramians. The transformed variables are in order from most important to the least
important for input/output behavior. The transformed system is shown in
Equation 3.13. The Galerkin proje tion (P~ ) is a ombination of the similarity
transform (T ) and a proje tion matrix (P ). The proje tion matrix onsists
of the top m rows of an identity matrix, where m is the order of the redu ed
model.
x_ = P T f (T 1P T x; u)
y = h(T 1 P T x)

(3.13)
(3.14)

The redu ed model is often written in a more on ise form in terms of the
redu ed variables (x_ )
x_ = f(x; u)
(3.15)
y = h (x; u)
(3.16)
Hahn and Edgar [33℄ showed that a redu ed system with 3 transformed variables shows ex ellent agreement with the full 32 state model on step tests. For
example, the rst transformed state is shown as a linear ombination of the
original 32 states.
2

x1 =



9:7 4:0 3:4    0:08 0:07 0:24
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3
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(3.17)

As a physi al interpretation, the relative importan e of the 1st-3rd states
(re ux drum omposition and top re ti ation stages omposition) on input/output behavior is mu h greater than the 30th-32nd states (lowest bottoms stages and reboiler omposition). The relative weighting of stages 1-31
monotoni ally de reases until stage 32 where there is a slight in rease from
0.07 to 0.24. This in rease from stage 31 (sump) to stage 32 (the reboiler) an
be attributed to the reboiler vapor that drives the separation. The similarity transform from the balan ing of empiri al gramians on rms that most of
the important dynami s for ontrol are found in the states at the top of the
olumn. With the transformation, the nonlinear system an be redu ed by
trun ation or residualization. By redu ing the number of dynami variables
through trun ation, the omputational requirements are redu ed by  40%.
Equation 3.18 shows the form of the 3 state model by trun ation.
2
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The dyanami response of this redu ed system is shown in the subsequent
se tion. It is also ompared to a trun ated model by POD and linearization.
3.1.1.3 Example Comparison of POD, BCM, and Linearization

POD, BCM, and linearization are ompared for the 32 state binary
distillation olumn model. In the rst omparison, tru ated models generated
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with POD and BCM are ompared in an open-loop step test. The step test
is generated by simulating a de rease in the re ux ratio, thereby lowering the
purity of A in the distillate (see Figure 3.1). The response of the distillate

Figure 3.1: A step de rease in re ux ratio produ es a orresponding de rease
in the distillate omposition. A nonlinear 32 state model, a 3 state BCM
redu ed model, and a 3 state POD model are shown.
on entration is tra ed for 120 minutes. BCM and POD perform equivalently
for the 3 state redu ed model. Be ause trun ation was performed, instead of
residualization, there is a slight steady state o set.
Model simpli ation may in lude linearization. However, depending on
the degree of nonlinearity and the state deviation from the original linearized
values, a linear model may not apture the true dynami s. To illustrate this
point, the 1 state trun ated POD and BCM models are ompared with a
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linearized model of 32 states (see Figure 3.2). Interestingly, both 1 state

Figure 3.2: The same dynami response as Figure 3.1 is shown in this plot.
Here a nonlinear 32 state model, 1 state BCM and POD models, and 32 state
linearized model are ompared.
redu ed models outperform the 32 state linearized model in dynami response
and steady state o set. This demonstrates the e e tiveness of nonlinear model
redu tion ompared to another model simpli ation strategy. Be ause POD
and BCM are optimal in two unique ways, they will always outperform, with
respe t to their obje tives, all other redu ed or simpli ed models with the
same or lower order.
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3.1.2 Redu tion of Algebrai Equations

None of the previously mentioned model redu tion te hniques an redu e the number of algebrai equations in DAE models. Be ause algebrai
equations usually greatly outnumber the di erential equations, redu tion of
the di erential equations often does little to redu e the overall order (and
also omputational time) of a DAE model. Some attempts have been made
to redu e the algebrai equations in a DAE model. These approa hes sear h
for an optimal pre eden e order and partitioning of the algebrai equations
and variables. Obtaining a pre eden e order and partitioning an be done using a manual dire ted graph (digraph) as a graphi al approa h, using matrix
methods to produ e a blo k diagonal lower matrix [82℄, or through tearing
[18℄. These te hniques attempt to maximize the number of algebrai variables
that an be solved expli itly. However, this problem is NP omplete, meaning
that all possible ombinations of variables must be attempted to nd a maximum set of expli it equations [20℄. Another te hnique for order redu tion is
through relaxation of the algebrai states [58℄. Relaxation dire tly generates a
Gaussian elimination s heme when the algebrai equations are linear or made
linear.
3.1.2.1 Pairing Variables to Equations

Variables and equations are paired by rearranging the sparsity matrix
to a maximum transversal. All variables are paired to equations when problem
is ompletely spe i ed (no degrees of freedom) and the maximum transversal is
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a zero-free diagonal [25℄. The sparsity matrix (J ), also known as the in iden e
matrix, is generated by identifying the variables that are ontained in ea h
equation. The di erential states are generally spe i ed for an initial value
problem (IVP). The remaining variables are the di erential state derivatives
and the algebrai variables.

if yj or x_ j appears in fi
Jij = 01 otherwise
(3.19)
Computing a zero-free diagonal involves hanging the equation or variable
orders. The order of the row and olumn are then mat hed to give a variable/equation pairing.
3.1.2.2 Appli ation to Large S ale Problems

Another onsideration relevant to large s ale DAE systems is the omputational time that is required for the analysis. In this paper, n and  are
the order of the matrix and the number of non-zeros, respe tively. The maximum transversal algorithm has a worst ase bound of O(n ) although typi al
examples are more like O(n) + O( ) [25℄. The lower blo k triangular algorithm also exhibits ex ellent s aling for large problems with an upper bound
of O(n) + O( ) [26℄.
3.1.2.3 Example: Flowsheet Model Redu tion

Flowsheet models typi ally onsist of many individual models linked
together by streams. If the model will be used in plant-wide ontrol, model
redu tion is desirable to redu e the size of the model. In this example, there
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is a tank ontaining equal molar proportions of ve liquid hydro arbons. The
stream exiting the tank is split into two with a splitter valve. The rst stream
is mixed with another feed stream of hydro arbons, and the se ond stream
passes through a heat ex hanger. Overall the model in ludes 12 di erential
equations and 217 algebrai equations (see Figure 3.3). In this example, an

Figure 3.3: Flowsheet model involving equal molar feed streams of butane,
pentane, hexane, heptane, and o tane at 300 K and 1 ATM. The model has
229 variables with 12 ODEs and 217 AEs.
analysis of the algebrai equations was performed to determine independent
sets of variables and equations and the solution order. The algebrai equations
de omposed into 202 independent sets. There was one impli it set of 16 algebrai equations from the ash olumn. With the ex eption of this set, ea h
of the algebrai variables an be solved independently with a paired algebrai
equation by following the pre eden e ordering. Expli itly transforming the
algebrai equations manually or with ISAT redu es the model order from 229
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to 28. Details of the de omposition are given in Appendix C.
3.1.2.4 Expli it Transformation of Impli it Sets

On e the su essive independent sets are identi ed, a storage and retrieval te hnique an be used to store and retrieve solutions to the groups of
algebrai variables and equations. ISAT is a storage and retrieval algorithm
that builds pie ewise linear regions of the solution. ISAT ontrols the predi tion error by de ning an ellipsoid of a ura y (EOA) that spe i es a lo al
region about whi h the linear approximation is valid. If a query point is a essed outside of the EOA, the linear predi tion error is exa tly al ulated.
When the predi tion error is above a spe i ed toleran e, a new linear region is
added to the database. Adding linear regions involves a sensitivity al ulation
and a onservative estimate of the new EOA. ISAT is used here to store and
retrieve solutions to impli it blo ks of variables and equations. An external
statisti al approximation of the sensitivity through linear regression is given
as an alternative when an internal sensitivity al ulation is not available.
3.2

Adaptive Redu tion of DAEs

The total degrees of freedom (DOF) are equal to the order of the DAE
model. The dynami degrees of freedom (DDOF) are de ned as the minimum
order of a redu ed model that shows good agreement with the full model. The
DDOF are the underlying ombination of variables that ontrol the dynami s
of the pro ess. A more pre ise de nition of the DDOF is the minimum order
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of a redu ed order model (ROM) that meets a ura y riteria.
jxROM xj  tol

(3.20)

The proposed adaptive redu tion of DAEs iteratively adjusts the order of the
ROM to meet the a ura y riteria. The adaptive approa h onsists of 3
su essive steps appli able to any DAE of index-1 or index-2. The approa h
may also be appli able to higher index DAEs, although this idea has not been
explored. With a few ex eptions, many of the models en ountered in pra ti e
are index-1 DAEs. In addition, a variety of te hniques have been developed
to transform higher index DAEs to lower index form, but that work is beyond
the s ope of this hapter.
1. Redu tion of the di erential equations
2. Partitioning and pre eden e ordering of the algebrai equations
3. Expli it transformation of algebrai /di erential equations
As an index-1 DAE, the equations an be divided into di erential and algebrai
sets of equations and variables. Any variable that is present in di erential
form is lassi ed a di erential variable. Likewise, equations that are paired to
di erential variables in step 2 are lassi ed as di erential equations. Under
this de nition algebrai equations may ontain di erential variables. Ea h
step is an extension of existing approa hes, modi ed to automati ally ontrol
the ROM error.
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3.2.1 Step 1: Redu tion of ODEs

To adaptively redu e the order of the di erential equations, a measure
of the redu ed model a ura y must be introdu ed. When performing nonadaptive model redu tion, the training simulations are performed, similarity
transforms are generated, and singular values an be investigated to determine
an a eptable number of states for the redu ed model. However, when the
training data set does not over the entire nonlinear region of interest, the
singular values may be a poor indi ation of redu ed model a ura y outside of
the training domain. One possible solution is to dire tly solve the full model
and redu ed model at various he kpoints to determine the a ura y of the
redu ed model. Another option that avoids the periodi solution of the full
model is to ontrol the equation residuals. For linear systems at steady state,
the equation residuals and variable residuals are exa tly related. A linearized
model is used to predi t the variable residuals from the equation residuals.
3.2.1.1 Predi ting Variable Error

Ideally, one would like to adjust the order of the redu ed model to ontrol the variable errors dire tly. Barring simultaneous solution of the redu ed
and full order model, the variable error annot be dire tly al ulated for nonlinear systems. A new approa h is to estimate the variable residual (r(t)) from
the equation residual (R(t)).
x_ (t) = P~ f (P~ T x(t)) + R(t)
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(3.21)

When the system is linear, the equation residuals are related to the variable
residuals by the state matrix (A).
x_ (t) = Ax(t)

(3.22)

x(t) = P~ T x(t) + r(t)

(3.23)
(3.24)

with
x_ (t) = P~ T x_ (t) + r_ (t)

the linear redu ed model be omes


P~ T x_ (t) = A P~ T x(t)



+ Ar(t) r_(t)

(3.25)

The equation residual and variable residual are related to ea h other by the
state matrix and the variable residual derivative.
R(t) = Ar(t) r_ (t)

(3.26)

By assuming that the variable residual is lo ally onstant, the variable residual
derivative term an be ignored and an estimate of the variable residual an be
obtained.
r^(t) = A 1 (R(t))
(3.27)
By linearizing the nonlinear model, an estimate of the variable residuals an be
obtained from the equation residuals. The predi tive apability of this relation
for nonlinear models depends on the severity of nonlinearity and loseness to
the point of linearization.
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3.2.1.2 Corre ting Variable Error

A semi-expli it ODE model is a restri ted form of the more general
open equation format.
f (x;
_ x) = 0
(3.28)
Applying the Galerkin proje tion to the open equation format hanges the
solution pro edure. By redu ing the number of variables and maintaining
the same number of equations, extra degrees of freedom arise. Physi ally,
this is the result of giving up some of the least important dynami degrees
of freedom. The redu ed order model is solved by minimizing the residuals
instead of nding equation roots.
R = f (P~ T x_ ; P~ T x)

(3.29)

On e a minimized residual solution is found, a variable orre tion an be applied from the predi ted variable error (see Equation 3.27). The orre tion
relies on a linearized version of the ODE portion of the DAE model. The
orre ted ROM is the sum of the ROM and the linear orre tion term.
xROM

= xROM + A

1 R(t)

(3.30)

The orre tion is derived under the assumption that the linear model is lo ally
a urate and that the fast dynami s have de ayed. The orre tion may not
perform well when either of these assumptions is not valid.
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3.2.1.3 Controlling Variable Error

The minimized equation residuals will generally be small for a good
ROM. As the order of the ROM is de reased, the equation residuals will generally in rease. The di erential equation model redu tion approa h is made
adaptive by in reasing or de reasing the number of states of the ROM to meet
the required variable toleran es. This approa h also involves a periodi update
of the Galerkin proje tion. The rank of the proje tion matrix (P ) is adjusted
to meet the desired order of the ROM. The similarity transform (T ) is periodi ally re omputed as more training simulations be ome available. Before
simulations are added to the training set, the order of the ROM is equal to
full order model. As the simulations pro eed, the ROM order is iteratively
de reased until the training set is mature and the true number of DDOF are
determined.
3.2.2 Step 2: Partitioning and Pre eden e Ordering

The method proposed in this work di ers from previous work by analyzing a dependen y matrix MD instead of the in iden e matrix J [26℄. It will
be shown that MD an reveal more information about variable dependen ies.
The dependen y matrix MD is derived by rst linearizing the DAE.
Ax_ 0 + Bx0 + Cy 0 + t0 = 0
Dx0 + Ey 0 + t0 = 0
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(3.31)
(3.32)

The prime indi ates deviation from referen e values. A, B , C , D, and E are
oeÆ ient matri es and and are oeÆ ient ve tors. The referen e values
are sele ted to give non-zero oeÆ ients for the deviation variables. Be ause
the sele tion of referen e values is arbitrary, the oeÆ ients an be arbitrarily
sele ted to be 1 if the equation ontains the variable and 0 otherwise. In
this ase the matrix E is equivalent to the in iden e matrix J . Rearranging
and ombining the linear di erential and algebrai equations results in the
following matrix form:

 0 
 0 

A C
x
B
x_ =
(3.33)
0
0 E y
t0
D
The dependen y matrix MD reveals the solution dependen ies among the linearized equations.
 1

A
C
MD = 0 E
(3.34)

The variable dependen y information in MD an be illustrated by a linear
system of Ax = b. When A is invertible, the solution to x is A 1 b. Ea h
element of the ve tor x is omputed from the orresponding row of Aij1 and
the ve tor b.
X
Aij1 bj
(3.35)
xi =
j

However, the solution to xi is independent of bj if Aij1 = 0 8 j =6 i. If xi is
independent of bj then it is also independent of equation j . The dependenies in the linear system also apply to the orresponding nonlinear system.
Therefore, linearizing the DAE reveals the stru ture of the nonlinear system
dependen ies.
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The matrix MD an be onverted to lower triangular blo k diagonal
form with Tarjan's algorithm [82℄. Ea h blo k along the diagonal is a set
of algebrai equations that require a simultaneous solution. The redu tion
of algebrai equations o urs by expli itly solving for independent groups of
equations. Test ases with moderate sized DAE systems (< 300 states) show
that many of the equations in luded in the impli it set an be transformed for
expli it al ulation. On e an algebrai variable is expli itly al ulated, it an
be removed from the model as a variable that the solver must al ulate. Expli it approximations to impli it solutions an be attempted to further redu e
the DAE order as Bosley did for bat h distillation [19℄.
3.2.2.1 Example: Binary Distillation

A binary distillation olumn model, des ribed in Appendix A, is employed to show a pra ti al appli ation of DAE model redu tion. In this ase
the model is redu ed to a set of ODEs, although the omplete removal of all
algebrai equations is not always possible. The DAE model has 52 di erential
equations and 233 algebrai equations. The independent variables are shown
in Table 3.1. During the linearization step, the referen e values are sele ted
to give non-zero oeÆ ients for the deviation variables. Sin e the referen e
values are arbitrary, the non-zero oeÆ ients are shown by X if the equation
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Table 3.1: Variables at ea h stage of the distillation olumn
Di erential variables
Symbol Des ription
Units
x_ A
Liquid mole fra tion
none
J
_h
Spe i enthalpy
mol
Algebrai variables

Symbol Des ription
Units
yA
Vapor mole fra tion
none
xL
Liquid mole fra tion
none
T
Temperature
K
mol
n_ V
Vapor molar ow rate
se
mol
n_ L
Liquid molar ow rate
se
J
hV
Spe i vapor enthalpy
mol
J
hL
Spe i liquid enthalpy
mol
sat
Pi
Saturation pressure of ompound j P a
ontains the variable and 0 otherwise.
2
X 0
X 0 0
6 0 X
0 0 0
6
6 0 0
X 0 0
6
6 0 0
0 X 0
6


6 0 0
x
_
0 0 0
M y !6
6 0 0
0 X 0
6
6 0 0
X
0 X
6
6 0 0
0 0 X
6
4 0 0
0 0 X
0 0 0 0 X

X 0 0
X X X

0
0
0
X
0
0
0
0

0
X
0
0
X
0
0
0

0
X
0
0
0
X
0
0

0 0
0 0
X 0
0 0
X X
0 0
0 0
0 0
X 0
0 X

32
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
76
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x_ A
h_
yA
xL
T

n_ V or n_ L
hV
hL
PAsat
PBsat

3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5

(3.36)
The non-zero values of MD show the dependen ies between the variables and
equations. The non-zero values of MD in lower triangular blo k diagonal form
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are shown below with the orresponding variable order.
2
X X X 0 0 0 0 0
6 X X X 0 0 0 0 0
6
6 X X X 0 0 0 0 0
6
6 X X X X 0 0 0 0
6
6 X X X 0 X 0 0 0
MD = 6
6 X X X 0 X X 0 0
6
6 X X X X X X X 0
6
6
6
4

X X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X X
X X X X X X X X

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

X

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

X

3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5

(3.37)
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2

T
6 PAsat 7
7
6
6 PBsat 7
7
6
6
hL 7
7
  6
7
y
y =6
A
7
6
6
hV 7
x_
7
6
7
6
x
L
7
6
6 n_ V or n_ L 7
7
6
4
x_ A 5
h_
ate that T , PAsat , and PBsat

(3.38)

must be solved simultaThe rst three rows indi
neously sin e the orresponding equations form one blo k. The equations for
PAsat and PBsat an be expli itly substituted into the bubble point temperature
equation.
P = xA PAsat (T ) + (1 xA )PBsat (T )
(3.39)
For the y lohexane / heptane binary mixtures, an expli it temperature solution is approximated by a se ond order polynomial in omposition.
T

= 1+

2 xA + 3 x2A
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(3.40)

The ve tor was al ulated with a least squares t with data from the sets




xA 2 0 1 to be = 385.42 - 21.57 3.736 T . The polynomial t has
a mean sample error of 0.012 K and a maximum sample error of 0.04 K.
The molar ow rates form the last blo k along the diagonal. Sin e the
molar ow rate equations are linear, they an be solved expli itly. After solving
the ow rates the dependen y matrix indi ates that the di erential equation
variables an now be solved expli itly. If extraneous algebrai equations were
present in the model, they ould be identi ed at this point sin e the equations
for x_ A and h_ have no further dependen ies. By expli itly solving all of the
algebrai equations, the model is in an ODE form. In this form, nonlinear
model redu tion te hniques an be applied to further redu e the number of
di erential states.
As an ODE, the distillation olumn model is available for further model
redu tion through BCM or POD. POD was hosen for this example and the
number of di erential states was redu ed to 26. Figure 3.4 shows the bottoms
omposition after a 5% in rease in reboiler duty. The ODE model with 52
states approximates the 285 state DAE very well. The ODE model with 26
states also approximates the DAE model well but with a larger o set in the
steady-state value of omposition. ODE models with fewer than 20 states
performed poorly, indi ating that there are at least 20 dynami degrees of
freedom in the binary distillation olumn model.
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Figure 3.4: 5% Step Change in Reboiler Duty
3.2.3 Step 3: Expli it Transformation of Algebrai /Di erential Equations

Be ause the impli it solution of a large number of algebrai equations is
omputationally expensive, variables that an be solved expli itly are removed
from the set y [37℄. However, some algebrai variables annot be expli itly
solved or solved independently of other variables. The following te hniques an
be used to automati ally identify independent sets of variables and equations.
The sets that require an impli it solution are expli itly approximated with
ISAT. The pro ess is alled adaptive be ause the ISAT database adaptively
adds re ords to the database to ontrol the approximation error.
Chapter 4 introdu es the storage and retrieval of di erential equations
with ISAT. On e the ISAT database is mature, meaning that mostly retrievals
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o ur, the di erential equations are rarely solved. Expli it transformation of
the di erential equations refers to a mature database, not a mathemati al
reformulation of the equations.
3.3

PDE Example: Unsteady Heat Condu tion

A simple partial di erential equation (PDE) example demonstrates the
redu tion approa h with the number of redu ed states ontrolled by the equation residuals. The example is an unsteady 1-D heat ondu tion problem using
physi al properties of aluminum (see Figure 3.5). The heat transfer dynami s

Figure 3.5: Graphi al representation of a 1-D simulation of heat transfer in a
1.0 m thi h aluminum slab. The PDE is spatially dis retized to a set of ODEs,
one for every interior node.
are modeled with one PDE.
T

t

=




T
k
x x



(3.41)

The PDE is spatially dis retized with the nite element approa h to give a set
of ODEs. The total slab thi kness is 1.0 m and node points were pla ed every
4.8 m for a total of 20 equally spa ed interior nodes. The temperature of
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the nodes on the boundaries are spe i ed by the boundary onditions.

T
1 
(Ti ) (Ti ) i = 2 kihm (Ti+1 Ti ) kihm1 (Ti Ti 1 )
(3.42)
t x


2k(Ti+1 )k(Ti)
kihm =
(3.43)
k(T ) + k(T )
+1

i

i

An estimate of the thermal ondu tivity at ea h nite element interfa e (kihm
is obtained by the harmoni mean of the thermal ondu tivities at the node
temperatures. The slab of aluminum is initially at an ambient temperature
of 25ÆC. At the initial time the temperature on the left side of the slab is
in reased to 100ÆC. After 100 minutes the temperature pro le is nearly equal
to the steady state linear temperature pro le. Figure 3.6 shows the various
redu ed order models in omparison with the full state model. Any redu ed

Figure 3.6: Full 20 state model ompared with redu ed order models of 3, 2,
and 1 states using POD.
order model above 3 states ts the orre t solution well. The 2 state model
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deviates from the orre t solution as does the 1 state model, but more signi antly. Singular values from POD, the 1-norm of the variable residuals,
and 1-norm of the equation residuals are shown in Figure 3.7 on a semi-log
plot. Singular values are generally used to determine the order of the redu ed

Figure 3.7: Equation residuals have a strong orrelation to the variable residuals. The singular values also de rease with an in rease in model order, but
have limited ability to predi t variable error.
model for POD in the a posteriori approa h. However, singular values have
little predi tive apability as to the absolute a ura y of the model states.
Equation residuals are more dire tly tied to variable error between the full
order model states and redu ed order model states. The variable residuals an
be predi ted by linearizing the model about the a tual solution (see Figure
3.8). In this example, the nite element dis retized di erential equations are
nearly linear. The model nonlinearities are in the temperature dependen e of
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Figure 3.8: The predi ted and a tual variable errors are shown. The predi tion
is ex ellent for this example be ause the model is near steady state and nearly
linear.
the aluminum thermal ondu tivity, heat apa ity, and density. These properties do not hange signi antly in the temperature range of the simulation
(25ÆC to 100ÆC). Be ause of near-linearity and proximity to steady-state, the
equation residuals are ex ellent predi tors of the variable residuals (see Figure
3.9). Further work needs to be done to validate the variable residual predi tion
with models of varying degrees of nonlinearity and for simulations with fast
dynami s that are not aptured by the redu ed model.
3.4

Index-2 DAE Example: Large-S ale Distillation Model

The PDE example of Se tion 3.3 is a simple example to demonstrate
the proposed model redu tion approa h. A more omplex example is given in
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Figure 3.9: Using the equation residuals to predi t variable error, the redu ed
models show improved a ura y. In this ase, the 1 state redu ed order model
is suÆ iently a urate. Without the orre tion, a 3 state model is required for
similar a ura y (see Figure 3.6).
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this se tion to demonstrate model redu tion of a large-s ale DAE. The model
developed for this example is more indi ative of the omplexity of a real simulation and ontrol problem for distillation. A diagram of the model is shown
in Figure 3.10. The model is developed for a olumn of 22 trays, a ondenser,

Figure 3.10: The multi- omponent distillation olumn model onsists of 22
trays, multiple sidedraws, a ondenser, a reboiler, and a sump at the olumn
base.
a sump and reboiler, 2 sidedraws, and 1 feed stream. A linear paraÆn mixture
between C7H16 and C22H46 is modeled by lumping su essive sets of 3 hydro arbons into 5 pseudo- omponents. The lumping pro edure substantially
redu es the model size by onsidering only 5 spe ies (C8 H18, C11 H24 , C14H30 ,
C17 H36 , C21 H44 ) that approximate the thermo-physi al properties of the entire
range. The simulated mixture is preheated and fed into the olumn at tray
12. Sidedraws are taken from trays 5 and 16. The spe ies of interest for this
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study is C11H24 (approximates the C10H22 to C12 H26 range), found in high
on entration (>90% purity) in the sidedraw from tray 5 (Sidedraw 1).
Constru ting a distillation olumn model from rst prin iples is an
e ort intensive task that an require months of work. Models an also be
onstru ted from pro ess simulators, su h as HYSYS, but the model equations are not exposed. The approa h taken in this example was to develop an
obje t-oriented simulator that automati ally onstru ts the distillation model
variables and equations from a subset of simpler models. This obje t-oriented
approa h is shown as a pyramid in Figure 3.11 with su essive obje t layers.
Moving up the pyramid indi ates su essively more omplex models, formed

Figure 3.11: The distillation olumn model is onstru ted from an obje toriented simulator. More advan ed models are simply ombinations of base
level models onne ted by streams.
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by ombining the basi models (vessels, splitters, mixers, ash olumns, distillation stages, et .). The obje t-oriented modeling approa h ne essitates model
equations in the open equation format (0 = f (x;_ x; u)). For the distillation
olumn in this study, the model is an index-2 DAE with 3250 states. The
index of a DAE refers to the number of times the algebrai equations must
be di erentiated to transform the model into an ODE. Only a small subset of
equations are index-2 with the majority being index-1. The index-2 equations
are the 22 bubble point temperature equations, with 1 in ea h of the distillation stage sub-models. The model is redu ed in three steps. The rst step
involves model redu tion at the most basi modular level. Ea h stream (or
a umulation) in ludes pressure, temperature, mole fra tions, mass fra tions,
on entrations, molar ow rate (or moles), mass ow rate (or mass), volumetri ow rate (or volume), density, and enthalpy. Pressure, temperature,
mole fra tions, and molar ow rate (or moles) are used to uniquely spe ify the
state of the mixture. All other variables are solved expli itly as a fun tion of
these variables and an be removed from the impli it set. Another redu tion
in variables is gained from the obje t-oriented framework. Instead of de ning
onne tion equations, two onne ting streams an be merged into one stream
obje t. The expli it transformation and stream merging redu es the model
size from 3250 to 353 variables. The 353 variable model onsists of 107 di erential variables and 246 algebrai variables. The index-2 DAE is onverted to
index-1 form by di erentiating the index-2 algebrai equations. The di erentiated bubble point temperature equations are used to remove the temperature
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derivative in the energy balan e. By removing the temperature derivatives,
the index-2 equations be ome index-1 equations. In index-1 form, the algebrai equations are expli itly solved at ea h fun tion all, thereby removing
the 246 algebrai variables from the impli it set. The remaining di erential
variables are redu ed with POD to 2, 5, or 8 ODEs. The reboiler heating rate
J
J
is stepped by 25% from 2.0e7 min
to 2.5e7 min
at 10 minutes. The index-2
DAE of 353 variables is numeri ally integrated with DASPK and ompared
with the redu ed order models (see Figure 3.12). The 2 state model shows

Figure 3.12: The redu ed models are ompared with the 353 state distillation
model.
signi ant steady state o set, ompared with the other redu ed models. The
5 state model performs better in eliminating the o set, but the dynami response deviates signi antly. The 8 state model has ex ellent agreement with
the full 353 state model in both dynami response and gain. For this example,
an 8 state model is re ommended to approximate the full order model.
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Even though the model is drasti ally redu ed in size, no omputational
advantage is a hieved. The 353 state model step test simulation required 41
CPU se onds on a 2 GHz Celeron pro essor, running FORTRAN. Based on
LINPACK ben hmarks for pro essor MFLOPS (million oating point operations per se ond), the step test required approximately 30 billion oating point
operations. Ea h redu ed model step response was generated in MATLAB, requiring approximately 31 billion oating point operations.
There are several reasons that the redu ed model does not substantially redu e the omputational burden. The primary reason is that all the
equation residuals must still be omputed to form the redu ed order model
equation residuals. The al ulation of equation residuals requires 22 billion
oating point operations for both the full and redu ed models. This is an irredu ible overhead, regardless of model size. With eÆ ient DAE solvers, su h
as DASPK, no omputational advantage is gained by solving the algebrai
equations expli itly at ea h residual evaluation. An amount of omputational
overhead is also added in the index-2 to index-1 transformation.
Clearly, model redu tion is not omputationally advantageous for this
example. Fortunately, there are a variety of other justi ations for model
redu tion. One reason is the insight that model redu tion provides. Even
though the original model has thousands of variables, there are only 8 degrees of freedom that ontrol the dynami response. Another reason is for
o -line storage and retrieval of ontrol solutions for eÆ ient on-line implementation. O -line storage and retrieval presented in Chapters 4 and 5 is more
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eÆ ient for smaller models, with an upper limit of about 100 states. Expli it
moving horizon estimation of Chapter 6 s ales quadrati ally with states so
smaller models are more eÆ ient, although typi al examples have negligible
omputational expense. The model redu tion strategies in this hapter are
an important enabling step in a hieving omputationally feasible large-s ale
model-based ontrol solutions.
3.5

Summary and Con lusions

Be ause many large s ale DAE models onsist mostly of algebrai equations, ODE model redu tion te hniques applied to DAE models are ine e tive
at signi antly redu ing the overall order of the model. An adaptive DAE
model redu tion te hnique is outlined in this hapter with spe ial onsideration for large s ale models. The te hnique onsists of three steps:
1. Adaptive POD redu es the number of di erential states.
2. Algebrai states are partitioned into su essive impli it sets of variables
and equations by re onstru ting the sparsity pattern into a lower triangular blo k form.
3. Expli it transformation of algebrai and di erential equations.
Large s ale models are often expressed in the open equation format. POD
is applied to the open equation format by minimizing the equation residuals
instead of nding roots. On e a minimized solution is found, the equation
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residuals provide an estimate of the variable a ura y. The di erential variable a ura y is ontrolled by in reasing or de reasing the order of the redu ed
model. In this way, POD is made adaptive while dynami ally onstru ting the
similarity transform. The estimate of the variable a ura y an also be used
to improve the redu ed model a ura y. In the 1-D unsteady heat ondu tion
problem, it was shown that the orre tion redu ed the DDOF from 3 states
to 1 state. To redu e the algebrai variables, the variables and equations
are restru tured into su essively independent sets. These independent sets
are expli itly approximated with ISAT. ISAT dire tly ontrols the approximation error by expanding or adding pie ewise linear regions. A owsheet
model example showed a redu tion of algebrai variables by a fa tor of 8. A
multi- omponent distillation olumn model is used todemonstrate redu tion
te hniques on a large-s ale index-2 DAE model. The model is redu ed from
3250 states to 8 states with little loss of a ura y.
The expli it transformation of di erential equations an be a omplished by ISAT by storing and retrieving integration solutions. This topi
is further dis ussed in Chapter 4 with some numeri al examples with ISAT.
None of the examples in this hapter used ISAT although the appli able methods are dis ussed.
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Chapter 4
Storage and Retrieval in Nonlinear Model
Predi tive Control

Simulation of physi al pro esses des ribed by di erential-algebrai equations (DAEs) often involves hundreds of di erential equations and thousands
of algebrai equations. Storage and retrieval of these simulations may be desireable for a number of reasons. Some of these reasons in lude real-time
optimization, real-time dynami data re on iliation, omputational redu tion
of omplex simulations with DAE sub-models, and omputational redu tion of
parameter sensitivity studies. Storing the simulations shifts the omputational
burden o -line for a more eÆ ient on-line implementation.
This hapter fo uses on a method to redu e the omputational requirements of nonlinear model predi tive ontrol (NMPC) in real-time ontrol appli ations. Nonlinear model identi ation is generally seen as a major obsta le
to implementing NMPC. However, on e an a urate nonlinear model is identi ed, the omputational e ort is often too great to implement the model
in a real-time appli ation. The approa h in this paper is a two step proess, model redu tion followed by omputational redu tion. Model redu tion
is a omplished by omputing balan ed ovarian e matri es for the dynami
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system. Computational redu tion is a omplished by using the method of
in situ adaptive tabulation (ISAT). ISAT was previously developed for omputational redu tion of turbulent ame dire t numeri al simulations and is
extended to the sequential NMPC framework in this work. A ase study is
performed with a binary distillation olumn model with 32 states. By omputing balan ed ovarian e matri es and using ISAT, the omputational speed
is 85 times faster than the original NMPC while maintaining the a ura y of
the nonlinear model. Be ause ISAT is a storage and retrieval method, it is
ompared to arti ial neural networks in another ase study, a dual CSTR
model with 6 states. Open loop and losed loop step tests are performed
to demonstrate the superior quality of ISAT in extrapolating outside of the
training domain.
The three most signi ant obsta les to NMPC appli ations are nonlinear model development, state estimation, and rapid, reliable solution of
the ontrol algorithm in real time [68℄. This hapter outlines an attempt to
over ome the last two obsta les through a omputational redu tion te hnique
formerly developed for turbulent ombustion simulations [66℄. ISAT stores
and retrieves open loop simulations and thereby redu es the omputational
e ort of integrating ontinuous dynami rst prin iples models. In dire t multiple shooting implementations of NMPC [17℄ [83℄ open loop simulations are
performed many times until an optimal traje tory of manipulated variables
is found. Also, in sequential state estimation (dynami data re on iliation)
many open loop simulations are performed until an approximation to the un82

measured states is obtained [47℄. Be ause the open loop simulations o upy
a majority of the omputational e ort, ISAT has potential to greatly improve
the speed of state estimation and dynami optimization.
An important assumption for ISAT is that nearby integrations will
likely be repeated. For storage and retrieval of a single step test or impulse
response, very few integrations will likely be repeated and ISAT would likely
show poor performan e. In ontrol appli ations, similar disturban es to the
system an o ur frequently or step hanges to swit h between produ t grades
an happen regularly. The ISAT method is a framework for the estimator and
ontroller to a ess data from previous al ulations.
4.1

Dire t Methods for Solving NMPC Problems

There are multiple methods for solving equivalent NMPC problems. Sequential, hybrid, and simultaneous formulations are three popular numeri al
te hniques [17℄. The sequential approa h minimizes an obje tive fun tion by
manipulating the de ision variables over a nite ontrol and predi tion horizon.
The simultaneous approa h a omplishes the same obje tive by manipulating
both the de ision variables and the state values at ollo ation nodes. The
hybrid approa h is a ompromise between sequential and simultaneous approa hes by allowing for the use of state of the art DAE solvers to ontrol
dis retization. A summary of the three approa hes is given by Binder [17℄
in Table 4.1. ISAT an be used to redu e the omputational burden of sequential and hybrid NMPC by storing and retrieving the DAE simulations.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of Dire t Methods for NMPC
Single Shooting Multiple Shooting Collo ation
Solution approa h
sequential
hybrid
simultaneous
Use of DAE solvers yes
yes
no
Size of NLP
small
intermediate
large
Initial guesses
initial states all node values all node values
Solves highly
no
yes
yes
unstable systems
DAE model ful lled yes
partially
no
in ea h iteration step
By expli itly transforming the DAE model, the integrations of the model are
redu ed. Be ause integrations of the model are the overwhelming majority of
omputational e ort, a drasti redu tion in al ulation time an be a hieved.
In the se tions 4.1.2 and 4.1.1 the sequential and hybrid NMPC approa hes
are summarized to reveal the appli ation of ISAT.
4.1.1 Hybrid NMPC

Hybrid NMPC is a ompromise between small NLP problem sizes of
the sequential approa h and the in orporation of state onstraints in the simultaneous approa h. Hybrid NMPC also permits the use of state of the art
DAE solvers to ontrol dis retization error. The state estimation and regulator
algorithms an be formulated as NLP problems.
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4.1.1.1 Estimator

Dynami data re on iliation ( ltering of data, state estimation, et .) is
ne essary for NMPC when modeled states are not dire tly measured or data
un ertainty is high due to noise [47℄. ISAT an be employed in a sequential
dire t multiple shooting approa h to data re on iliation. The N -step nitehorizon problem formulation is given by the following.
=
min
(x; ; y) def
x;
subje t to

1
X
k

=

N

[C (xk ; yk ; k )℄ + C (x0; y0; 0)

y given; u given; xk+1 = F (xk ; uk ); yk = G(xk ; uk )

(4.1a)
(4.1b)

where  is the ost fun tion, x is the sequen e of model states (x = x N ,x N +1 ,
...,x0 ),  is the sequen e of state onstraint violations ( =  N , N +1, ...,0 ),
y is the sequen e of measurements (y = y N ,y N +1 , ...,y0 ), u is the sequen e of
inputs (u = u N ,u N +1, ...,u 1 ), and C is the ost fun tion at ea h sampling
instant. This formulation is similar to the dynami optimization problem but
instead of nding optimal inputs, optimal states are found that agree with the
measured data (y). The terminal onstraint was added to allow a di erent
ost fun tion for the most urrent measurement. With model-plant mismat h,
the most urrent measurement is likely to be the most reliable and should
therefore re eive a greater weighting in the optimization.
ISAT is used in the dire t single and multiple shooting solution te hniques to state estimation [17℄ by storing and retrieving integrations of the
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ontinuous dynami nonlinear model. Data re on iliation must o ur before
dynami optimization in order to provide an estimate of the urrent states
(x0 ). It is riti al for the y le time of a real-time ontroller to operate faster
than the response time of the pro ess it is ontrolling. Cy le time sele tion
depends on many fa tors in luding plant/model mismat h, stability margins
for large disturban es, onstraint violation toleran e, and e onomi fa tors.
4.1.1.2 Regulator

The N -step nite-horizon NMPC regulator is given by the following
NLP problem. The length of the horizon, N , may be di erent for the estimator
and regulator.
min
(x; u; )
(4.2a)
x;u;
subje t to
x0 given; xk+1 = F (xk ; uk ); Duk  d; Gxk

k  g; k  0

(4.2b)

In this problem formulation,  (the ost fun tion) is typi ally quadrati in x
(states), u (inputs), and  (state onstraint violations) and therefore stri tly
onvex. The symbols x, u,  denote sequen es of ve tors with x = (x1 ,x2 ,
...,xN ), u = (u0,u1, ...,uN 1 ), and  = (1,2 , ...,etaN ). The sour e of
nonlinearity omes from the model fun tion F (xk ; uk ) that is solved by integrating the DAE model. ISAT ts into the NMPC s heme by storing and
retrieving integrations of the ontinuous dynami model. Typi ally the model
is expressed in the open equation ontinuous format F (x;_ x; u) = 0. ISAT
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numeri ally transforms the nonlinear model into a dis rete semi-expli it form
xk+1 = F (xk ; uk ). Details of this transformation are given in Chapter 2
4.1.2 Sequential NMPC

Sequential NMPC leads to the smallest NLP problems with the fewest
number of optimization variables. In this approa h, only the manipulated variables are optimized while the state variables are expli itly al ulated at ea h
iteration. In addition to size, sequential NMPC is the simplest to program and
an be used with dense matrix solvers. In addition to hybrid NMPC, sequential
NMPC allows the use of DAE solvers to solve the model on the sub-node level.
DAE solvers avoid the dis retization hallenges of ollo ation approa hes. The
estimator and regulator NLP problem formulations are in luded in this se tion
to show the appli ability of ISAT in redu ing the omputational burden.
4.1.2.1 Estimator

The optimization variables for sequential data re on iliation are the
states at N time steps ba k from the urrent time (x N ). The states at x N
are manipulated to minimize the obje tive fun tion.
min
(x; y) =
x

def

N

subje t to

1
X

k

=

N

[C (xk ; yk )℄ + C (x0 ; y0)

y given; u given; xk+1 = F (xk ; uk )

(4.3a)

(4.3b)
where y and u are sequen es of ve tors given by y = (y N ,y N +1, ...,y0 ) and
u = (u N ,u N +1 , ...,u 1 ). ISAT is an integral part of the sequential NMPC
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estimator by integrating the nonlinear ontinuous dynami model, e e tively
transforming the model into a dis rete form (xk+1 = F (xk ; uk )).
4.1.2.2 Regulator

The regulator formulation minimizes an obje tive fun tion by manipulating the de ision variables (uk for k = 0; (N 1)). Only manipulated
variable onstraints are permitted in the sequential regulator. State variable
onstraints an be posed as soft onstraints in the obje tive fun tion. In hybrid
NMPC the state onstraints are softened with the introdu tion of , the state
onstraint violations. Without the softening of the state onstraints infeasible
solutions may arise. One advantage of softening the state onstraints is that
proritization of the onstraints o urs automati ally. This may be desireable
to meet safety onstraints while sa ri ing less important obje tives su h as
e onomi onstraints.
min
(x; u; )
(4.4a)
u
subje t to

x0 given; xk+1 = F (xk ; uk ); Duk  d

(4.4b)

where x, u, and  represent the sequen es of ve tors (x1 ,x2 , ...,xN ), (u0,u1,
...,uN 1 ), and (1,2 , ...,N ). Again, ISAT an be applied for omputational
redu tion by storing and retrieving solutions to the initial value problems.
Integrating the model for the sequential NMPC regulator requires about 99%
of the omputational e ort for the example problem shown in Se tion 4.2.
By redu ing that omputational burden of integrating the model, the total
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NMPC y le time is redu ed by approximately 100 times. The omputational
redu tion is very problem dependent, but typi al performan e on a handful of
problems tested have been in the range of 20-500 times faster.
4.2

Example: Sequential NMPC

Combining model redu tion and omputational redu tion through ISAT
exploits the strengths of both methods. Generally, the model redu tion step
de reases the number of dynami variables but does not have suÆ ient omputational speed-up. Computational redu tion is more e e tive with a low
number of dynami variables and an redu e the omputational time signi antly. Figure 4.1 provides an overview of the ombined approa h for the 32
state distillation olumn model in Hahn and Edgar [34℄. A ase study has

Figure 4.1: Model and omputational redu tion ow hart.
been performed with the distillation olumn model omparing NMPC/LMPC
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for the following models.
1. Nonlinear redu ed model with 5 dynami states and ISAT
2. Nonlinear redu ed model with 5 dynami states
3. Nonlinear model with 32 states
4. Linear model with 32 states
Models 1 and 2 are from full state model with 32 dynami variables, redu ed
through trun ation down to 5 dynami variables. Using the sequential approa h to MPC, the distillation olumn models are integrated multiple times
in order to nd optimal ontrol moves that minimize a quadrati obje tive
ost fun tion.
Certain operational, safety, or e onomi onstraints must be onsidered
when developing ontrol solutions to real systems. These limitations an be
implemented as either hard or soft onstraints in the MPC framework. Soft
onstraints are osts added to the obje tive fun tion. In the author's opinion,
soft onstraints are the more intuitive method be ause the solver an hoose
to violate a onstraint if the e onomi performan e of the entire plant will
be improved. In addition, the relative importan e of ea h soft onstraint is
automati ally onsidered. Hard onstraints may be more desirable for some
situations su h as when safety is a on ern. In this sequential NMPC approa h,
hard onstraints an be implemented on the manipulated variables.
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The nominal operating point for the re ux ratio is 3. Soft onstraints
limit the operating region to between 2 and 4. The re ux ratio (manipulated
variable) is adjusted every 5 minutes. The ontrol horizon is 10 minutes (2
time steps) and the predi tion horizon is 15 minutes (3 time steps). Typi al
industrial MPC ontrol horizons are generally longer to approximate the innite horizon solution. The oarse dis retization and short time horizon in
this example are sub-optimal, but still show an instru tive omparison of the
redu ed models in an MPC appli ation. Longer time horizons should a tually
improve ISAT's performan e due to more model integrations with ea h optimization. Be ause ISAT stores and retrieves model integrations, an in rease
in integrations will train the database faster. The main ISAT tuning parameter, tol , is set to 10 3 for good a ura y. Figure 4.2 shows the losed loop
responses. During the rst ontrol move, all MPC results are at the re ux
ratio lower bound of 2. Figure 4.3 shows the speed-up fa tor ( ompared to 32
state NMPC) for the 5 optimization steps of Figure 4.2. The pu times shown
on the graph are from omputations on a 2 GHz Celeron r pro essor. The
results from this simulation use a previously trained ISAT database with 169
re ords. Without a previously trained database ISAT averages 30 times faster
over the rst 5 optimizations and adds 13 re ords to the new database. This
ase study shows that ISAT an exhibit signi ant omputational redu tion
while preserving the a ura y of the nonlinear model.
Although applied with a model redu ed through balan ed ovarian e
matri es, ISAT for NMPC an be used with any model redu tion te hnique
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Figure 4.2: Closed loop response omparison for nonlinear MPC with ISAT
with 5 states, nonlinear MPC with 5 states, nonlinear MPC with 32 states,
and linear MPC.

Figure 4.3: Speed-up fa tor for ea h of the optimizations shown in Figure 4.2.
The number above ea h urve indi ates the average optimization pu time on
a 2 GHz pro essor.
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that redu es the number of dynami degrees of freedom. In the ase where
the model already has a low number of variables, ISAT an be applied dire tly
without a model redu tion step.
4.3

Example: ISAT vs.
Cal ulations

Neural Networks in Control

As mentioned previously, a neural net is a type of storage and retrieval
method. Hen e it is instru tive to ompare ISAT and a neural net in a ontrol
appli ation. The example model is a dual CSTR model (see Figure 11) with
one manipulated variable (heat addition to the rst tank), six states, and one
ontrolled variable (temperature of the se ond rea tor). The model was used
by Hahn and Edgar [34℄ as a ben hmark model for nonlinear model redu tion
(see Figure 4.4). The data were gathered from ISAT training. For the sake

Figure 4.4: Diagram of two CSTRs in series with a rst order rea tion. The
manipulated variable is the heating rate to the rst CSTR.
of omparison, the neural net used the same 1609 ISAT re ords for training.
The neural net was onstru ted with MATLAB's neural net toolbox as one
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nonlinear hidden layer and a linear output layer (see Figure 4.5). Before the

Figure 4.5: Neural net with one hidden layer and one output layer. The hidden
layer is a hyperboli tangent fun tion and the output layer is a linear fun tion.
This neural net relates 7 inputs to 6 outputs.
training, the data were appropriately s aled for eÆ ient implementation in
the neural net. Figure 4.6 shows a large open loop step test, one that is
outside those found in the training data. In this step test, the ooling is
in reased to the point that the irreversible rea tion is extinguished and a large
temperature step results. Up to about 5 minutes of simulated time, the neural
net and ISAT perform similarly. To this point both a essed data that were
within the training domain. Beyond 5 minutes ISAT is superior in agreement
with the non-redu ed model due to a built in error he king strategy. Before
5 minutes, the ISAT method performs mostly retrievals. On e ISAT dete ts
large errors from retrievals, it starts adding re ords to the database. When
the temperature rea hes steady state, the ISAT algorithm performs retrievals
again.
ISAT and the neural net were ompared in a losed loop simulation
with a small set point hange inside the training domain (see Figure 4.7). All
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Figure 4.6: Open loop step test for the dual CSTR model. The error ontrol of
ISAT adds re ords to the database when extrapolating outside of the training
domain.

Figure 4.7: Small losed loop set point hange within the training domain.
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three show ex ellent agreement as they rea h the new set point along the same
traje tory. Next, a large set point hange was performed to a ess a region
of state spa e outside of the training domain (see Figure 4.8). For this step

Figure 4.8: Large losed loop set point hange outside of the training domain.
hange, the neural net ontroller eventually be omes unstable. This is be ause
the neural net does not have the apability to extrapolate outside of the data
that was used to train it. In this respe t, the ISAT method is superior be ause
it dete ts when it has gone outside of the training domain and integrates the
model to generate and add new data to the training set.
ISAT outperforms neural nets be ause of the internal error ontrol that
manages the amount of error. The only tuning parameter for ISAT is the
amount of permissible error, tol . On the other hand, neural nets have multiple
tuning parameters su h as number and type of layers, number of nodes in ea h
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layer, and a training optimization toleran e. ISAT requires no optimization
step and an begin working in situ with no prior training set.
4.4

Parameter Sensitivity Studies

The dynami s of a ontrolled pro ess an hange due to fouling, disturban es, unusual operating states, ambient variations, and hanges in produ t
spe i ations [76℄. When the pro ess dynami s hange signi antly, an adaptive model is automati ally tuned to provide satisfa tory losed loop performan e. Adaptive ontrol an be a hieved in the NMPC framework with the
addition of adjustable parameters () in the nonlinear model.
dx
= f (x(t); u(t); )
dt
0 = g(x(t); u(t); )

(4.5)
(4.6)

The adjustable parameters an be obtained from a rst prin iples model of the
disturban e or a least squares optimization of the model using plant histori al
data. The addition of adjustable parameters poses an interesting hallenge
for ISAT's error ontrol strategy. Be ause ISAT is a storage and retrieval
method, drasti ally hanging the parameters an invalidate the stored data.
Therefore, a strategy will be devised to gradually hange the parameters and
simultaneously lter out the una essed data. By ontrolling the parameter
transition, ISAT will still show signi ant omputational redu tion over the
original NMPC. Another advantage of gradual parameter transition is that
it avoids possible instabilities that an o ur by swit hing ontrollers on-line.
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Gradual parameter transition is a natural expression of the pro ess dynami s when the system dynami s hange slowly, su h as for fouling or atalyst
dea tivation.
There may be some situations where the parameter transition should
o ur qui kly (i.e. grade hanges, large disturban es). In these situations, a
gradual parameter transition is not appropriate. For a large hange in the
parameters, the ISAT database provides a rst order approximation to the
nonlinear model integration while new sensitivities are omputed. In this way
the real-time ontroller requirements are automati ally met with a simpli ed
model. On e the ISAT database is rebuilt, the ontroller will improve a ording to the predi tive apabilities of the full nonlinear model.
4.5

Summary and Con lusions

This hapter outlines a new te hnique for omputational redu tion for
NMPC. In this approa h, model redu tion through balan ed ovarian e matries is followed by omputational redu tion through ISAT. Although previously
developed for turbulent ame simulations, ISAT an be dire tly applied beause many open loop simulations are performed to nd optimal inputs to the
ontrol problem. A ase study with a binary distillation olumn model showed
a speedup of 85 over the original NMPC. Like neural nets, ISAT redu es the
omputational ost through storage and retrieval. Another ase study with a
dual CSTR showed the advantage of using ISAT over neural nets when the
simulation a essed data outside the training domain.
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Chapter 5
Nonlinear Model Predi tive Control - The
Expli it Solution

Model predi tive ontrol (MPC) has traditionally been an expensive
te hnology, on ned to appli ations that justify substantial modeling e ort,
implementation osts, and omputational resour es (fast omputers). The
appli ation of MPC has also been limited to pro esses with slow y le times
(slow pro esses) be ause it requires the solution to a onstrained nite-horizon
linear programming (LP) or quadrati programming (QP) problem at ea h
sampling instant. The su ess (or failure) of MPC is due to the a ura y of the
underlying model. This model is used to predi t unmeasured or noisy states,
oordinate multiple de ision variables for optimal ontrol, and meet safety
and operational onstraints. MPC is a type of optimal ontrol be ause the
optimization minimizes a ost fun tion subje t to onstraints. At the solution
of the minimized obje tive fun tion the only way to get better performan e
is to in rease the a ura y of the model, relax ontraints, or modify the ost
fun tion to re e t more realisti pri e stru tures.
For some appli ations linear models are not suÆ iently a urate. When
models or onstraints are nonlinear, a nonlinear programming (NLP) opti99

mization must be solved at ea h y le. Nonlinear MPC (NMPC) problems are
often signi antly more diÆ ult to solve than QP problems solved in MPC.
One diÆ ulty that non- onvex problems an lead to multiple lo al minima.
Global minimum solvers are still the subje t of a tive resear h. The in rease
in problem diÆ ulty further restri ts NMPC appli ations to those with slower
pro esses and faster omputers.
PID ontrol, ompared to MPC, is a relatively heap te hnology that
an be applied with slow omputers to fast pro esses. However, PID ontrol
is not formulated to provide optimal model-based ontrol, e e tive handling
of onstraints, or oordination of multiple de ision variables.
5.1

Expli it MPC (Linear Models)

MPC is now suggested as a andidate to repla e PID ontrol thanks
to re ent developments in omputational redu tion of the MPC algorithm [56℄
[61℄ [65℄. By omputing all possible LP solutions o -line, the on-line portion
is redu ed to some onditional he king and simple matrix multipli ations.
This modi ation extends the potential of MPC to fast pro esses and simple
omputers (e.g. integrated ir uit hips).
The linear quadrati regulator (LQR) with a linear model and quadrati
obje tive fun tion is a spe ial ase of MPC without onstraints. Without
onstraints the linear solution of the Ri ati equation is optimal for all possible
initial states. An on-line implementation of LQR would onsist of simply
multiplying the state ve tor by the gain matrix to obtain the optimal ontrol
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ve tor. With onstraints, the optimal solution is a pie ewise aÆne (PWA)
linear fun tion of the initial states. The linear regions are often refered to as
hara teristi or riti al regions (CRs). Ea h region is bounded by a set of
onstraints. When the onstraint boundary is rossed, the linear solution may
no longer be exa t. On-line retrieval of expli it MPC with onstraints in ludes
one extra step: lo ation of the region with the orre t a tive set of onstraints.
On e this region is lo ated (via the he king of several onditions), the rest of
the omputation is identi al to the LQR implementation.
5.1.1 Parameterization of Initial States

The development of multi-parametri linear programs (mp-LPs) started
with the formulation of Gal and Nedoma [29℄ [28℄. A evedo and Pistikopoulos
extended sensitivity analysis to mixed-integer linear programming (MILP) by
solving mp-LP problems [2℄ [1℄. Dua and Pistikopoulos generalized the model
form by developing multiparametri analysis of mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) [24℄. Bemporad et al. applied the mp-LP work to MPC
appli ations with linear obje tive fun tions [10℄ [15℄ and mixed-integer models
[11℄. Pistikopoulos et al. extended the theory of mp-LPs to in lude multiparametri quadrati programs (mp-QPs) [64℄. This extension made possible
the expli it LQR solution subje t to onstraints or in other words, expli it
MPC [14℄ [12℄.
Even though an exa t expli it solution is possible in theory for onvex
problems, there were some serious implementational issues that limited appli101

ations of expli it MPC to small systems, few onstraints, and short ontrol
horizons [65℄. A signi ant e ort has been exerted to redu e these limitations.
Bemporad and Filippi introdu ed suboptimal expli it MPC [13℄. Adja ent
riti al regions are merged when an error toleran e an be met. Rossiter
and Grieder used an interpolation s heme to redu e the storage requirements
by 2-3 times and redu e the on-line omputational osts by 10 times [72℄.
Johansen and Gran harova proposed a te hnique to logrithmi ally limit the
on-line sear h times with a stru tured binary tree [31℄ [44℄. O -line, the regions are divided into su essively smaller hyper ubes until the error toleran es
are met at ea h of the verti es. Grieder and Morari performed a omplexity
analysis of the on-line implementation to redu e the ontroller omplexity by
orders of magnitude at a performan e ost of <%1 [32℄. Tondel et al. inreased the eÆ ien y of the o -line al ulation by deriving a new exploration
strategy for sub-dividing the parameter spa e [86℄ [87℄. Even with all of these
improvements, the largest MPC problem reported in the literature is ontrol
of a laboratory model heli opter. The problem has 6 states, 2 manipulated
variables, 8 onstraints, is dis retized in 0.01 se ond segments, has a ontrol
horizon of 0.5 se onds, and 4 input parameters [86℄.
5.1.2 Parameterization of A tive Sets

In deriving state parameterized expli it MPC, the problem is transformed into a quadrati program form. In this form, Seron et al. suggested
that the optimal ontrol an be parameterized by the a tive set instead of
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urrent states [77℄. While Seron, et al. proposed an analyti al solution, Panno hia et al. opened the approa h to non-trivial problems by reating a
numeri al algorithm to solve the a tive set parameterized problem [60℄. Ea h
of the onstraints an either be ina tive, at the lower bound, or at the upper bound. O -line a table of all possible solutions is generated. The on-line
portion onsists of nding the table value that predi ts non-negative lagrange
multipliers and manipulated variables (MVs) inside the onstraint bounds.
Storage and retrieval of a onstrained linear quadrati ontroller solution for
SISO systems has been proposed to repla e PID ontrol [61℄. Two limitations
of this algorithm are (1) onstraints are restri ted to lower and upper bounds
on the MVs and (2) problem s aling is 3N , where N is the horizon length. The
theory for MIMO systems follows by simple extension, but full enumeration
of all a tive sets is prohibitive due to 3mN s aling, where m is the number of
onstrained inputs.
Muske and Badgwell developed o set free ontrol in MPC by reating input or output integrating disturban es [57℄. Panno hia and Rawlings
showed that an integrating disturban e must exist for every measurement to
guarantee o set free ontrol [59℄ [62℄. The o set free ontrol is in luded in the
onstrained LQ ontrol of Panno hia et al. [61℄. Sakizlis et al. followed by
in orporating o set free ontrol into state parameterized expli it MPC [73℄.
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5.2

Expli it NMPC (Nonlinear Models)

Fia o developed the foundation for expli it NMPC with a sensitivity analysis of nonlinear systems [27℄. Be ause there is rarely an exa t expli it solution to NMPC, all omputational redu tion te hniques for NMPC
are approximate. The e e tiveness of a parti ular te hnique depends on the
ontrol of the approximation error, storage requirements, speed of the o -line
algorithm, speed of the on-line algorithm, and guarantees of stability. An expli it solution of NMPC in this se tion refers to an expli it numeri al solution
through storage and retrieval of previous omputed solutions. An analyti
expli it solution is not attempted.
5.2.1 Dynami Programming

Dynami programming was originally proposed by Bellman to solve
optimal ontrol problems [8℄. The goal of dynami programming is to nd
an optimal ost-to-go fun tion, whi h an be used to solve for an optimal
traje tory of inputs as a fun tion of initial states. Re ent approa hes su h
as sequential reinfor ement learning avoid dynami programming dimensionality problems by operating on states as they o ur sequentially [6℄. Also,
neuro-dynami programming [45℄ [16℄ over omes the urse of dimensionality
by approximating the ost-to-go fun tion with a neural net. Yet another te hnique that balan es a ura y with omputational speed is suboptimal dynami
programming with error bounds [48℄. In summary, dynami programming's
urse of dimensionality has been partially remedied by algorithms that seek
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to redu e the storage and sear h times. However, appli ations to large s ale
problems are still infeasible.
5.2.2 Arti ial Neural Networks

Neural nets are an e e tive tool to represent nonlinear models. Neural nets are networks of adaptable nodes whi h, through a pro ess of learning
from task examples, store experimental knowledge and make it available for
later use [5℄. The exibility and general appli ability of neural nets have been
demonstrated by diverse appli ations a ross many elds of study. Kohonen
nets are used in lassi ation and fault dete tion, n-tuple nets in image proessing and vision, and both multi-layer per eptrons and radial basis fun tions
are used in signal pro essing and ontrol [90℄. Neural nets are an e e tive tool
to in orporate histori al data for use in state estimation and ontrol, although
ltering and pre onditioning the plant data are often time- onsuming tasks
[67℄. Parisini and Zoppoli suggested that multilayered feedforward neural networks ould store optimal ontrol (outputs) as a fun tion of the urrent states
(inputs) [63℄. One widely known limitation of neural nets is the inability to
extrapolate outside the training domain. This is due to a la k of expli it error
ontrol within the algorithm.
5.2.3 Multiparametri NMPC

For multiparametri analysis, suboptimal expli it MPC te hniques have
been developed to allow nonlinear models, nonlinear onstraints, and non105

quadrati obje tive fun tions. Bemporad et al. introdu ed multiparametri
approximation of MINLP problems [9℄. Johansen formerly utilized an mpQP approximation to solve the mp-NLP sub-problem[42℄ but later de ided to
use the in reased a ura y and omputational expense of NLP sub-problems
[43℄. Hale and Qin [36℄ take a similar approa h as Johansen but use simpli es
instead of hyper ubes to map the nonlinear surfa e. A predi tor- orre tor
method is used to obtain new points. The predi tor is a linear extrapolation
from an existing point to a new point of interest. If the a tive set of onstraints hanges, a ondition is applied to nd the a tive set boundary [35℄.
The orre tor uses a Newton's method type algorithm to solve the NLP that
onverges rapidly be ause of the linear predi tor initialization. One drawba k
is poor omputational s aling with in reasing number of parameters (in this
ase, number of states), but polynomial s aling in other dimensions.
5.3

Approximate Nonlinear MPC

Consider the ontinuous-time nonlinear di erential algebrai equation
(DAE) system
0 = f (x_ (t); x(t); u(t); )
(5.1)
where x_ (t) 2 R p is the state derivative, x(t) 2 R n is the state, u(t) 2 R m is
the input, and  2 R q is a set of parameters. The dimension of x_ is equal to
that of x for ODE models. The dis rete-time nonlinear DAE system an be
obtained by numeri ally integrating Equation 5.1 as an initial value problem
(IVP), resulting in the expli it form that is solved sequentially on a sub-node
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level in optimal ontrol problems
xk+1 = f (xk ; uk ; )

(5.2)

or by orthogonal ollo ation, reating an impli it form that is solved on a
sub-node level simultaneously in optimal ontrol
0 = f (xk+1; xk ; uk; )

(5.3)

where xk 2 R n and u(t) 2 R m . The indi es (k) refer to the dis retized step
with the urrent time being 0. In optimal ontrol, when a sampling instant
o urs the urrent time is shifted to zero.
5.3.1 NMPC Formulation

For the urrent state (x0) and parameters (), a typi al NMPC algorithm solves the optimization problem
N
X

 (x0 ; u 1; ) = min
fi (xi ; ui 1; )
x;u

!

=1

i

subje t to

(5.4a)

x0 given

(5.4b)

u 1 given

(5.4 )

0 = f (xk+1; xk ; uk ; )

k = 1; : : : ; N

Dxk  d k = 1; : : : ; N
Euk  e k = 0; : : : ; N
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1

(5.4d)
(5.4e)

1

(5.4f)

G (uk

uk 1 )  g k = 0; : : : ; N

1

(5.4g)

where D, E , and G are matri es and d, e, and g are ve tors of appropriate dimension. The quantities x and u refer to the sequen e of ve tors (x1 ,x2 ,...,xN )
and (u0,u1,...,uN 1 ), respe tively. The optimal solution to the NMPC problem is a unique fun tion of the urrent states x0 , previous input u 1, and
the adjustable parameters, . The adjustable parameters an be feedforward
or feedba k model variables. An example of feedba k variables are input or
output integrating disturban es for o set free ontrol [57℄ [62℄. Feedforward
parameters a ommodate anti ipated shifts in pro ess dynami s or multiple
model swit hing.
After the optimal ontrol problem is solved the rst input (u0) is inje ted into the pro ess. At the next sampling instant, a new estimate of the
urrent states and parameters is obtained. NMPC is often referred to as re eding horizon ontrol (RHC) be ause the horizon of the optimal ontrol problem
shifts as time advan es. The same optimal ontrol problem is solved at every sampling instant, deterministi ally dependent on the updated variables
assembled in .
3
2
x0
=4 u 1 5
(5.5)


Even though the entire traje tory of optimal inputs are solved (u = fu0; u1; : : : ; uN 1g),
the only one required for optimal ontrol is the rst input, u0. The storage
and retrieval of optimal ontrol an therefore be simpli ed to u0 as a unique
fun tion of .
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5.3.2 Sensitivity of Optimal Control to Parameters

Ganesh and Biegler developed a redu ed hessian strategy for sensitivity
analysis of optimal owsheets [30℄. A part of their sensitivity derivation is given
here. Sensitivities lo ally approximate the optimal solution with a 1st order
solution. NMPC an be expressed more ompa tly with adjustable parameters
, inequality onstraints g , and equality onstraints h.
 () = min
((x; u))
x;u

(5.6a)

 given

(5.6b)

g (x; u; )  0

(5.6 )

h(x; u; ) = 0

(5.6d)

subje t to

where x and u refer to the sequen e of ve tors (x1 ,x2 ,...,xN ) and (u0,u1,...,uN 1 ),
respe tively. The NLP is solved by minimizing the Lagrangian L
L(x; u; ) = (x; u; ) + g (x; u; ) + h(x; u; )

(5.7)

where  is the obje tive fun tion,  is the inequality onstraint multiplier,
and  is the equality onstraint multiplier. The Karush-Kuhn-Tu ker (KKT)
onditions are satis ed at the optimal solution.
r(x; u; ) + rg(x; u; ) + rh(x; u; ) = 0

(5.8a)

g (x; u; ) = 0

(5.8b)
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0

(5.8 )
g (x; u; )  0
(5.8d)
h(x; u; ) = 0
(5.8e)
The solution sensitivity reveals how the optimal solution hanges with deviations in the the parameters . In order for a lo al sensitivity to exist, a few
onditions must be met. First, the Lagrangian must be twi e ontinuously
di erential in x and u and on e in . Se ond, the onstraint gradients must
be linearly independent at the optimal solution. Finally, the se ond-order
suÆ ien y onditions must be met. In generating the lo al sensitivities it is
assumed that the a tive set does not hange. The a tive onstraints are
rxL(x; u; ) = 0

(5.9a)

ruL(x; u; ) = 0

(5.9b)
gA (x; u; ) = 0
(5.9 )
h(x; u; ) = 0
(5.9d)
where gAis the subset of g that are at the equality bound. The sensitivities
are derived by taking the total derivative of the a tive onstraints listed in
Equation 5.9.
d[rxL(x; u; )℄ = rxxLdx + ruxLdu + rxgAd + rxhd + rxLT d = 0
(5.10a)
d[ruL(x; u; )℄ = rxuLdx + ruuLdu + rugAd + ruhd + ruLT d = 0
(5.10b)
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dgA(x; u; ) = rxgAT dx + rugAT du + rgAT d = 0

(5.10 )

dh(x; u; ) = rxhT dx + ruhT du + rhT d = 0

(5.10d)

Ea h of the equations in 5.10 is divided by d. In the limit as d shrinks to
zero the lo al sensitivities be ome (with some rearrangement)
2
3
2
3 2
3
rxT
rxxL rxuL rxgA rxh 1 rxLT
T 7
6 r uT 7
6
7 6
6
7 = 6 rux L ruu L ru gA ru h 7 6 ru L 7
T
4 r T 5
4 rx gA
rugAT 0
0 5 4 rgAT 5 (5.11)
r T
rxhT ruhT 0
0
r hT
where rx is the state sensitivity, ru is the input sensitivity, r is the
a tive inequality onstraint multiplier sensitivty, and r is the equality onstraint multiplier sensitivity. Equation 5.11 shows that the only elements required for a sensitivity al ulation are the exa t hessian and Lagrangian se ond
partials with respe t to the parameters. With analyti al derivatives through
automati di erentiation the sensitivity al ulation speed an be greatly improved [91℄.
5.3.3 De ning the Criti al Region

For un onstrained LQ problems the lo al sensitivity gives an exa t optimal solution over all state spa e. In this ase, the sensitivity is equivalent to
the un onstrained LQR gain matrix. For onstrained LQ problems the optimal solution is linearly dependent on the adjustable parameters  within the
same a tive onstraint region. An individual query point q an be tested to
determine if it lies within this riti al region (CR). A 1st order approximation
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of optimal variables at q is determined.
xq = x + r x (q

)

(5.12a)

uq = u + r u (q

)

(5.12b)

q =  + r  (q

)

(5.12 )

Equation 5.13 gives the quali ations for a point within the CR.
gI (xq ; uq ; q )  0

(5.13a)

q  0

(5.13b)

where gI is the set of ina tive inequality onstraints. If any of these quali ations are not met it indi ates that the a tive set hanged and the point lies
outside the CR.
5.3.4 ISAT Approximate Control

In situ adaptive tabulation (ISAT) dynami ally stores and retrieves
nonlinear fun tions with pie ewise linear approximations. The error ontrol
strategy proposed in Pope [66℄ and with further details given by Hedengren
and Edgar [40℄ may be ine e tive for problems with onstraints. The onstraints an form a non- ontinuously di erentiable or non- ontinuous fun tion. This leads to regions of a ura y (ROA) that may not be ellipsoidal in
the limit as the error toleran e approa hes zero. Modi ations to the ISAT
algorithm are made to maintain error ontrol for optimal ontrol storage and
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retrieval. Spe i ally, the initial estimate of the ROA is eliminated for nonlinear problems and restri ted to the a tive set onstraint region of onstrained
LQ problems. Additionally, ellipsoid of a ura y (EOA) expansions are made
only after an expanded validity he k is performed. This se tion is a tailored
version of ISAT for re eeding horizon ontrol. A general exposition on ISAT
is found in Chapter 2, but in a formulation for general nonlinear fun tion approximation. The notation is adapted here for the ontrol problem and new
ISAT features are introdu ed to exploit the unique properties of LQ solutions.
The basi unit of the ISAT database is the re ord. An ISAT re ord onsists
Table 5.1: Elements of the ISAT re ord for NMPC storage and retrieval
ISAT Re ord Element
Symbol and Dimension
Independent variables
 2 R n+m+q
Dependent variables
u0 2 R m
Sensitivity
A 2 R m x (n+m+q)
Ellipsoid of a ura y
M 2 R (n+m+q) x (n+m+q)
Criti al region ( LQ only) CR 2 R (n+q) x (n+m+q)
of the independent variables (), the dependent variables (u0), a sensitivity
matrix ( u ), an ellipsoid of a ura y (EOA), and a riti al region (CR) (see
Table 5.1). The memory required to store an individual ISAT re ord s ales
with O((n + m + q)2).
0

5.3.4.1 First S enario: Retrieval

When ISAT re eives a database request, it performs one of three s enarios. In the rst s enario, the query (q1) is inside a region of a ura y termed
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the ellipsoid of a ura y (EOA), entered about a lose stored re ord, s (see
Figure 5.1). Retrievals are extremely fast be ause omputations are limited to

Figure 5.1: A retrieval o urs when the query point (q1) is within the ellipsoid
of a ura y (EOA)
a binary tree sear h, onditional he king, and matrix-ve tor multipli ations.
When the ISAT database is mature most of the operations are retrievals.
5.3.4.2 Se ond S enario: EOA Growth

In the se ond s enario, the query is outside the EOA but inside the
error toleran e for uq and us q . In this ase, the EOA is expanded to in lude
the tested query point (see Figure 5.2). For the se ond and third s enarios,
ISAT has no omputational advantage over dire tly solving the original NLP
problem on-line. If real-time requirements prohibit an on-line NLP solution,
an approximation to the optimal ontrol an be obtained by using u^q anyway,
but no guarantees of a ura y or stability are provided.
5.3.4.3 Third S enario: Addition

In the nal s enario, the query is outside the EOA and outside the error
toleran e for uq or us q . A new ISAT re ord is added with an initial estimate of
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Figure 5.2: The EOA is grown when the query point is outside the EOA but
within the error toleran e for u0
the ROA (see Figure 5.3). For onstrained LQ problems, the optimal ontrol
solution is linear with respe t to . Therefore, an initial estimate of the ROA
is the a tive set state spa e. For nonlinear problems with onstraints, there
is no a ura y guarantee. In this ase, the initial estimate of the ROA is a
zero-volume ellipsoid entered at uq .
5.3.5 Summary of the ISAT Algorithm

ISAT an be summarized in 13 steps. Steps 1-5 are the retrieval steps,
6-11 attempt growth of the EOA, and 12 is a database addition. The last step
is to inje t either u0 or u^0 into the pro ess. Retrievals produ e approximate
optimal ontrol within the desired error toleran e tol whereas growths and
additions produ e exa t answers.
1. lo ate nearby re ords with multiple binary tree sear hes
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Figure 5.3: A re ord is added to the ISAT database when query point is outside
the EOA and error toleran e for u0
2. ompute u^q = us + A (q

s )

3. (for QP problems) if q  0 and gI (xq ; uq ; )  0 go to 5
4. if Tq Mq  tol go to 5
5. set u^0 = u^q , go to 13
6. solve the NLP (or QP) for q
7. if u^q

uq > tol , go to 12

8. solve the NLP (or QP) for (2s
9. ompute u^2s q = us + A (s
10. if

u2s

q

u^2s

q

q ) to get u2s

q )

> tol , go to 12

11. grow EOA, set u0 = uq , go to 13
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q

12. add a new re ord to the database with a zero volume EOA (if QP, initial
ROA is given by q  0) and gI (xq ; uq ; )  0
13. inje t u0 for optimal ontrol or u^0 for approximate optimal ontrol
5.4

Temperature Control of an Exothermi

CSTR

A simple a ademi problem is onsidered to show the appli ability of
ISAT to storage and retrieval of optimal ontrol. A perfe tly mixed, adiabati
CSTR has an exothermi rea tion of ompound A transformed into ompound
B . Temperature ontrol of the rea tor is a hallenge due to the highly exother-

Figure 5.4: Diagram of the exothermi CSTR. The two state variables rea tor on entration A and temperature T are ontrolled by the ja ket ooling
temperature T
mi rea tion (Hrxn = 50,000 molJ ). The temperature of the uid in the ja ket
surrounding the CSTR is manipulated to ontrol the temperature of the rea tor uid. The dynami s of the rea tor are des ribed by a set of ODEs
generated from a mole balan e on A and an energy balan e on the rea tor.
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At a onstant ooling temperature of 305 K, the rea tor temperature
spikes ontinuously as the rea tor goes through y les of on entration buildup
followed by moments of intense rea tion (see Figure 5.5). The unsteady re-

Figure 5.5: Unsteady response of the rea tor temperature due to moments of
intense rea tion followed by periods of gradual ooling.
sponse of the rea tor with a onstant ooling ja ket temperature suggests that
unsteady ontrol may be ne essary when pushing the rea tor to the stability
limit. A sequential dire t single shooting approa h to dynami optimization
is used as the ontrol algorithm. The N -step nite horizon NMPC is given by
the following NLP problem.
(x0 ; Tsp) = min
x;u
subje t to

N
X

=1

i

(xi

)T Q (xi

)

!

(5.14a)

x0 given

(5.14b)

xk+1 = f (xk ; uk ) k = 1 : : : N

(5.14 )
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Euk  e k = 0 : : : N

where




0
0
N = 40 Q = 0 1




1
E=
1

1



320
e=
280

(5.14d)


0

= T
sp



(5.14e)
Here x and u refer to the sequen e of ve tors (x1 ,x2 ,...,xN ) and (u0,u1,...,uN 1 ),
respe tively. In this problem formulation,  (the ost fun tion) is quadrati
in x (states) and therefore stri tly onvex. The sour e of nonlinearity omes
from the model fun tion f (xk ; uk ) that is solved by integrating the ODE model.
With a onstant rea tor temperature set point, the rst optimal ontrol step
u0 is a unique fun tion of the urrent on entration and temperature of the
rea tor. The optimal ooling ja ket temperature (u0 = T ) to drive the rea tor
temperature to 320 K was al ulated for rea tor on entrations between 0 and
1 mol
m and rea tor temperatures between 310 and 330 K (see Figure 5.6). Even
though the model is highly nonlinear (rea tion rate depends exponentially on
temperature), the optimal ontrol surfa e is surprisingly linear with respe t to
. With lipping of the ISAT predi ted value to meet the ontrol onstraints,
only one ISAT re ord is required to store all of the optimal ontrol solutions
with an error toleran e of 1.0 K (see Table 5.2). A realisti ontrol problem
was set up to test ISAT for a few set point hanges. The ontrol horizon is
dis retized into 1 minute segments. The estimator horizon is 40 minutes and
the regulator horizon is 60 minutes. The temperature is sampled every 5 se onds and in ludes gaussian distribution noise with a standard deviation of 2
K. Con entration is sampled every 10 se onds with a standard deviation of
3
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Figure 5.6: The optimal ja ket temperature (T ) is a unique fun tion of rea tor
on entration ( A), rea tor temperature (T ), and rea tor temperature set point
(Tsp). In this gure, the set point is xed (Tsp = 320K ) and A and T are
varied.

Table 5.2: Elements of the ISAT re ord for the CSTR example
Element Value
T
[ A T Tsp℄ = [0:9 315:0 318:0℄

u0
T = 306:8
A
[ T TT TT ℄ = [ 6:227 4:081 4:889℄
M
03 x 3
A

CR

sp

N=A
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0.1 mol
m . Plant-model mismat h is introdu ed by using an a tivation energy of
the rst order (A ! B ) rea tion of 8750 molJ for the model and 8740 molJ for
the plant. At the rst sampling time the plant state is 0.951 mol
m and 312.8
K. The estimated model states are 0.9 mol
m and 300 K. The initial set point
is 315 K. At 50 minutes the set point hanges to 300 K, an unrea hable set
point. At 100 minutes the set point hanges to 328 K, lose to the NMPC
losed loop stability limit. At 150 minutes the set point hanges to 308 K (see
Figure 5.7). While the two ontrol performan es are virtually indistinguishable, ISAT performan e is a tually slightly better be ause there is no time
delay asso iated with omputing the optimal ontrol solution. Be ause ISAT
operates one step ahead, it responds faster to set point hanges and disturban es. This, however, is not the main advantage of using ISAT. The main
advantage is that NMPC an be applied to pro esses with fast sampling times
(<1 se ) or simple omputers (IC hips). In addition, enumerating the entire
ontrol solution o -line an reveal infeasible regions, stability limits, and other
losed loop properties. For this example, the CPU times are shown in Figure
5.8. NMPC onsists of at least two pri ipal al ulations: estimation and regulation. The estimator and regulator al ulations averaged under 0.1 se onds
with maximum al ulation time of about 0.3 se onds. Both the estimator and
regulator NLPs were solved with the VF13 SQP solver in FORTRAN using
a dire t single shooting solution approa h. All al ulations were performed
on a 2.0 GHz Celeron pro essor. The estimation problem is not redu ed with
ISAT. Parameterizing the urrent states with all previous measurements is one
3

3

3
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Figure 5.7: Control performan e of ISAT ompared to NMPC. The ontrolled
variable (CV) is the rea tor temperature, the state variable (SV) is the rea tor
on entration, and the manipulated variable (MV) is the temperature of the
ooling ja ket.
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Figure 5.8: Computational times of the estimator and regulator at ea h sampling instant. ISAT is fast be ause omputation is limited to a matrix multipli ation.
possible solution. Another solution improves the solution speed but does not
eliminate the on-line omplexity of solving a NLP problem at every sampling
instant [39℄.
5.5

Summary and Con lusions

MPC is now suggested as a andidate to repla e PID ontrol thanks to
re ent developments in o -line al ulations for eÆ ient on-line implementation.
Up to this point, the proposed algorithms su er from dimensionality problems.
For state parameterization, ontrol appli ations are limited to small models
and short ontrol horizons. For onstraint parameterization, ontrol appli ations are limited to short ontrol horizons and low number of inputs. The
ISAT algorithm proposed in this work over omes the dimensionality problems
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by adaptively storing only those regions a essed in pra ti e. ISAT eÆ iently
handles both NLP problems and onstrained LQ problems. ISAT redu es to
an adaptive version of state parameterized onstrained LQ when the error
toleran e is redu ed to zero. Future work is needed to eÆ iently solve the
estimation problem on-line.
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Chapter 6
Moving Horizon

Estimation - The Expli it
Solution

Estimation of model states and parameters from pro ess measurements
bridges the gap between the theoreti al realm of mathemati al models and
the realisti realm of physi al pro esses. Many approa hes have been suggested to a omplish the re on iliation of model and pro ess, with a range of
tradeo s [80℄. Generally, the tradeo s are entered on model form and size,
omputational expense, ease of implementation, robustness to pro ess/model
mismat h, and ultural fa tors su h as understanding and a eptan e.
The re on iliation pro ess is an important pre ursor to other a tivities
su h as fault dete tion, produ t quality assuran e, manual ontrol, and modelbased ontrol. These model-based te hniques need an a urate estimate of the
urrent system variables to perform well. Without a urate state estimation,
many of these tools would perform poorly or fail.
6.1

Previous Work

For dynami nonlinear model-based ontrol of hemi al pro esses, the
most popular feedba k strategies in pra ti e are the extended Kalman lter
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and a onstant or integrating output disturban e variable [68℄. The Kalman
lter is optimal for un onstrained, linear systems subje t to known normally
distributed state and measurement noise [38℄. The Kalman lter sequentially
updates state estimates based on the magnitude of the error between the measurements and the model variables. The extended Kalman lter is an extension
of the Kalman lter, developed for un onstrained, nonlinear DAE systems [7℄.
By linearizing the model about updated state estimates, the extended Kalman
lter is able to predi t the nonlinear state evolution, although sub-optimally
[38℄. Va hhani et al. proposed EKF with onstraints, although the state
augmentation strategy for parameter estimation is still a limitation [88℄.
State estimation of real systems may in lude hanging measurement
frequen ies, multiple measurements at di erent sampling frequen ies, measurement delay, large-s ale nonlinear models, and onstraints. Moving horizon
estimation (MHE) is an optimization based approa h that predi ts state traje tories by using a time window that in ludes the most re ent measurements
[41℄ [54℄ [55℄ [71℄. MHE is also known as nonlinear dynami data re on iliation
(NDDR) [47℄ [79℄. MHE is a omputationally tra table approximation to the
optimal in nite horizon estimation [70℄. All of the hallenges of real system
state estimation are naturally handled in the MHE framework. An estimate
of the urrent states is typi ally obtained by solving a least squares optimization problem subje t to the model onstraints and inequality onstraints that
represent bounds on variables or equations. Most of the published work enters around di erent te hniques that solve the same minimization problem.
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Jang et al. iteratively linearized the nonlinear ODE model about a referen e traje tory by omputing sensitivities [41℄. Liebman et al. rst proposed
a simultaneous NLP solution approa h where the di erential equations are
transformed into algebrai equations through orthogonal ollo ation on nite
elements [47℄. Ramamurthi et al. proposed a two step pro ess to impli itly estimate the input disturban es while expli itly al ulating state estimates [69℄.
Albuquerque and Biegler exploited the MHE SQP stru ture to a hieve linear
omputational s aling with horizon length for ODE models [3℄. They later
extended the te hnique to DAE systems [4℄.
A number of enhan ements have extended the theoreti al basis and
fun tionality of MHE. M Brayer and Edgar proposed a bias dete tion and
estimation strategy to improve state estimation [53℄. O set free estimation
and ontrol is a hieved by augmenting the model with a number of disturban e
variables equal to the number of measurements [57℄ [59℄. Rao et al. derived
suÆ ient onditions for MHE with linear systems subje t to onstraints [70℄.
They also suggested an in nite horizon approximation by weighting previous
state estimates in the least squares problem.
A number of riti al evaluations of the extended Kalman lter and
MHE for nonlinear systems have been reported [38℄ [41℄ [71℄ . Ea h group
determined that MHE onsistently outperforms the Kalman lter and that it
exhibits greater robustness to both poor initial state guesses and sub-optimal
estimator tuning parameters. Their unanimous on lusion was that the only
pri e of improvement is the greater omputational expense required to solve
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the MHE optimization. The ontribution in this work is to eliminate the
greater omputational expense by developing an expli it solution to the MHE
optimization problem. Unlike the impli it optimization approa h, the expli it
solution result is guaranteed in a highly predi table omputational time that
is minimal even for large-s ale nonlinear models. For state estimation problems with inequality onstraints, an iterative pro edure is added to determine
the set of a tive onstraints. An augmented obje tive fun tion monitors the
solution progression to guarantee onvergen e.
6.2

Moving Horizon Estimation Problem Formulation

The obje tive fun tion of the MHE problem is a least squares fun tion that seeks to minimize the di eren e between the model values and the
measurements.
min
J = (Ys Ym )T Qy (Ys Ym )
x
s:t: 0 = f (x;_ x; u; p)
(6.1)
ys = g (x; u; p)
a  h(x; u; p)  b
where J is the obje tive fun tion value, Ys is a ve tor of measurements at all
nodes, Ym is a ve tor of model values at the sampling times, Qy is the inverse
of the measurement ovarian e, f is a ve tor of model equation residuals, x is
the ve tor of model states, u is the ve tor of model inputs, p is the ve tor of
model parameters, ys is a ve tor of measurements, g is an output fun tion, h
is an inequality onstraint fun tion, and a and b are lower and upper limits,
respe tively. The optimization found in Equation 6.1 an be solved with a
variety of numeri al approa hes [17℄. The approa h taken in this work is dire t
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single shooting formulation where all future states in the horizon are uniquely
spe i ed by the initial state x0 , given sequen e of inputs u = (u0,u1,...,un 1 ),
and given set of parameters p. At every iteration, the model equations are
exa tly satis ed.
Sensitivities of the initial onditions are omputed to dis retize the nonlinear model. In pra ti e, this dis retization step is the most omputationally
expensive part of the MHE al ulation. For this study, it is assumed that
the dis rete model is readily available. The ve tors ym and ys are su essively
sta ked to form Ym and Ys where the horizon length is n.
2

Ym = 6
4

ym;0

...

ym;n

3

7
5;

2

Ys = 6
4

ys;0

...

ys;n

3
7
5

(6.2)

An in nite horizon approximation is added by in orporating a penalty on the
deviation from previous model estimates. This penalty is added by augmenting
the obje tive fun tion with the least squares ontribution of previous model
estimates X^m, weighted with a forgetting fa tor . Disturban e variables
(shown here as input disturban es), d, are in luded as state variables to a hieve
o set free estimation and ontrol. The nonlinear inequality onstraints are
simpli ed by de ning new states zk = h(xk ; uk ; pk ) and imposing inequality
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onstraints on zk .


T 

Xm )T Qx (Xs Xm ) + X^ m Xm
0
2
3 2
32
3 2
xk+1
Ak Bk Pk
xk
Bk
4
5
4
5
4
5
4
dk + 0
s:t: dk+1 = 0 I 0
pk+1
0 2 0 3I
pk
0

 xk
ys;k = Ck 0 0 4 dk 5 + Dk uk
pk
zk = h(xk ; uk ; pk )
a  zk  b

min
J = (Xs
x

3

X^ m

5 uk

Xm



(6.3)

The ve tors X^m and Xm are omposed of model ve tors x^m and xm . Also,
Xs is onstru ted from the measurements (see Equation 6.4b) and Qx;k =

CkT Qy;k Ck .
2
3
2
3
xm;0
x^0
. 7 ^m = 64 ... 75
Xm = 6
(6.4a)
4 .. 5 ; X
xm;n
x^n
2
3

C0T C0 C0T (ys;0 D0 u0 )
7
...
Xs = 6
(6.4b)
4
5

T
T
Cn Cn Cn (ys;n Dn un)
Solution of this optimization problem is typi ally a omplished with an impli it solution te hnique. The next se tion develops an expli it solution to this
problem.
6.3

The Expli it MHE Solution

For simpli ity of the derivation, the augmented state matrix is redu ed
to a generi linear time-varying form of xk+1 = Ak xk + Bk uk and yk = Ck xk +
Dk uk . All variables are in deviation form although not expli itly indi ated
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here. The model evolution is a unique fun tion of the initial states.
!k =

1

kQ

2j

=

=0

6
6
6
4
2

Aj

k

=

I
A0

...

An 1 : : : A 0

k
P

j 1
Q

=1 2
i=1

j
3

7
7
7
5

=

6
6
6
4

Ai



k j

I
!1

...

!n 1

3

Bk j uk

j

7
7
7
5
3

(6.5)

(Qx + I ) )

(6.6)

3

2

0
0
7 6
1 7
7 6
7
=
7 = 6 .. 7
...
5 4 . 5
An 2    A1 B0 u0 +    + Bn 1 un 1
n 1
Xm = x0 +
The equations of Xm and Ym are substituted into the obje tive fun tion, making it a unique fun tion of x0. The expli it solution to the minimization
problem is obtained by di erentiating the obje tive fun tion with respe t to
x0 , setting the di erentiated fun tion equal to zero, and algebrai ally manipulating the equation to solve for the estimated x0 (^x0) expli itly.
6
6
6
4

x^0 =

T

(Qx + I )

B0 u0



1

T

(QxXs +

Xm

The expli it solution an be al ulated when the inverse of T (Qx + I )
exists. The inverse exists when previous estimates are used to approximate
the in nite horizon solution ( > 0). An expli it solution does not exist when
the system is unobservable and = 0. This property is onsistent with the
fa t that an unobservable system possesses extra degrees of freedom leading
to states that annot be estimated from the available measurements. A more
detailed de nition of ne essary and suÆ ient onditions for onvergen e is
provided below.
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Conditions for a unique solution are given separately for observable
and unobservable systems. Also, the onditions apply equally for linear and
nonlinear systems. Observability of nonlinear systems is established by analyzing the lo al observability along a referen e traje tory [84℄. As long as lo al
observability is maintained, the nonlinear system is also ompletely observable.
6.3.1 Fully observable systems

To obtain a unique solution for fully observable systems, the following
ne essary onditions must be met:
1.

Qy

has non-zero eigenvalues

2. The number of measurements is greater than or equal to the number of
states, n
Without an in nite horizon approximation ( = 0), the expli it solution redu es to the form derived in Ramamurthi et al. [69℄. When the number of
measurements is less than n, ! be omes rank de ient. With ! rank de ient,
the produ t !T Qy ! is also rank de ient. Also, the produ t !T Qy ! be omes
rank de ient when Qy has at least one zero eigenvalue. Qy an have a zero
eigenvalue when zero weighting is given to a measurement. This situation may
arise when parti ular measurements are eliminated from the optimization due
to temporary faults in the sampling equipment or transmission delay.
SuÆ ient onditions guarantee a unique solution and onsist of:
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1.

Qy

is positive de nite

2. The estimation horizon is greater than or equal to the number of states,
n

For observable systems, the observability matrix is full rank. When the horizon
is equal to n, ! is exa tly the observability matrix and therefore, full rank.
When Qy is positive de nite, the produ t !T Qy ! is also positive de nite. A
positive de nite matrix is invertible, so a unique solution exists to the eMHE
problem.
6.3.2 Partially observable systems

For systems with unobservable states, onvergen e is guaranteed when
the following onditions are met:
1.

Qy

is positive de nite

2. The obje tive fun tion is augmented with an in nite horizon approximation ( > 0)
3. ! is full rank
When Qy is positive de nite, Qx is positive semi-de nite. Adding an in nite
horizon approximation in reases by the singular values (equivalent to the
eigenvalues for symmetri positive semi-de nite matri es) of Qx + I . With
! full rank, the produ t ! T (Qx + I )! is positive de nite and onvergen e is
guaranteed.
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6.3.3 Example 1: Expli it versus Impli it MHE Solution

This rst example is used to illustrate that expli it and impli it solutions of the MHE problem give the same results. A single input, single output
(SISO) se ond order model with stable roots is spe i ed as the system.
1
G (s) = 2
(6.7)
s + 2s + 1
A onversion to dis rete time is performed with a sampling frequen y of 0.1
se onds. Normally distributed measurement noise with mean of zero and standard deviation of 0.1 is added to the output.




0
:
0905
:
8144
0
:
0905
xk+1 = 0:0905 0:9953 xk + 0:0047 uk
(6.8)


yk = 0 1 xk + vk
The rst state x1 is unmeasured, but observable. The se ond state, x2 , is measured but orrupted by measurement noise. The states are both initially at
zero while the initial guesses of the states are both set to one. A forgetting fa tor of 0.5 is added to the initial state in the time horizon. Figure 6.1 shows the
results of 49 separate optimizations for both expli it MHE and optimization
based MHE (labeled as MHE). Starting at time zero, every sampling instant
MHE re al ulates a new estimate of the urrent states. The expli it solutions
agree losely with the impli it solutions. State x1 onverges qui kly to the
a tual system values. State x2 also gradually onverges to the orre t solution
be ause of the forgetting fa tor that pla es weight on the erroneous initial
guess. The omputational e ort required to ompute a solution is drasti ally
di erent. The expli it solution required 2506 oating point operations. On a
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Figure 6.1: The expli it and impli it MHE solutions produ e the same results.
Substantial omputational redu tion is obtained with the expli it solution approa h.
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modern day omputer operating at 103 million oating point operations per
se ond (MFLOPS), the solution would require 0.0003 se onds. The impli it solution required 785,716 oating point operations for the last optimization with
a horizon of 50 measurements, or roughly 0.08 se onds on modern omputers.
For this example, the expli it solution redu es omputational requirements of
MHE by 314 times.
6.4

Inequality Constraints in Expli it MHE

Ramamurthi et al. [69℄ did not in lude inequality onstraints in deriving an expli it MHE solution. Inequality onstraints represent physi al limits
on state variables or ombinations of state variables. For example, mole fra tions are always between 0 and 1. If the state estimation predi ted a mole
fra tion outside of this range, that mole fra tion would have little physi al
meaning and would de rease the redibility of the other results. Inequality
onstraints add valuable information to the state estimation. For systems
that are partially unobservable, the inequality onstraints bound the unobservable states, thereby in reasing the level of system observability. However,
an unobservable system annot be made ompletely observable with inequality onstraints. Additional a tual measurements are the only way to make an
unobservable system ompletely observable.
As previously mentioned, the inequality onstraints a  h(xk ; pk )  b
are simpli ed by reating new variables zk and adding zk = h(xk ; pk ) to the set
of state equations. Equivalent onstraint information is retained by imposing
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inequality onstraints on zk (a  zk  b). Imposing onstraint information
leads to a possible infeasible solution. To over ome this possibility, the inequality onstraints are ranked a ording to the order of importan e. This ranking
is a omplished by softening the onstraints and imposing su essively higher
weighting on more important onstraints. Softening the onstraints guarantees
a feasible solution be ause the inequality onstraints may be violated to meet
the state equality onstraints. Softening of the onstraints is performed in
pra ti e by adding a penalty to the obje tive fun tion for onstraint violation.
min
J + sTa Qa sa + sTb Qb sb
X
s:t:; 0 = f (_x; x; u; p)
(6.9)
ys = g (x; u; p)
sa = a Xm
sb = Xm b
The matri es Qa and Qb have diagonal elements that turn on (weighting > 0)
or o (weighting = 0) to ontrol the set of a tive onstraints. A MHE problem
with inequality onstraints is iterative be ause the nal set of a tive onstraints is not known a priori. However, the predi tion of states, disturban es,
and parameters is still an expli it solution for a known set of a tive inequality
onstraints. The omputational time required to solve a problem with inequality onstraints is variable, equal to the time required for one expli it solution
multiplied by the number of iterations. The expli it solution subje t to the
set of a tive inequality onstraints is given in Equation 6.10.

x^0 = T 1 T (Qx Xs + Xm + Qa a + Qb b R )
(6.10)
with R = (Qx + I + Qa + Qb ) and T = T R
m
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Convergen e is guaranteed by reje ting iterations that do not produ e a sufient de rease in the obje tive fun tion. Ea h iteration yields a new set
of a tive onstraints that are predi ted to give a de rease in the obje tive
fun tion. The initial set of a tive onstraints is determined by omputing an
un onstrained MHE solution. Weighting is added to Qa and Qb for states
that violate the inequality onstraints. In su essive iterations, weighting is
removed for onstraints with negative Lagrange multipliers (a = 2Qa sa and
b = 2Qb sb . If the new set of a tive onstraints does not give a suÆ ient
de rease in the obje tive fun tion, the algorithm adjusts the weights on the
a tive onstraints. The parameter in Equation 6.11 is redu ed until a derease in the obje tive fun tion is obtained. An obje tive fun tion de rease
is always possible until onvergen e. However, a full step ( = 1) may not
give a de rease in the obje tive fun tion be ause of the nonlinear nature of
onstrained systems. The Lagrange multipliers are lo ally a urate, linear
predi tions of a tive onstraint e e ts on the obje tive fun tion. In the limit
as beta approa hes zero, the linear approximation be omes exa t and therefore, a de rease in the obje tive fun tion is guaranteed. Convergen e of MHE
with onstraints is guaranteed by su essively de reasing until a suÆ ient
de rease in the obje tive fun tion is obtained at every iteration.
Qa = Qa;k + (1 )Qa;k 1
(6.11)
Qb = Qb;k + (1 )Qb;k 1
On e a de rease in the obje tive fun tion is obtained, the optimizer a epts
the iteration and moves on to nd a new sear h dire tion (new a tive set of
onstraints that is predi ted to produ e a de rease of the obje tive fun tion).
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This iterative sequen e is terminated when the a tive set does not hange from
one iteration to the next.
6.4.1 Example 2: Constrained Version of Example 1

Constraints are added to the Example 1 problem to demonstrate the
a tive set strategy. State x1 is arbitrarily onstrained between 0 and 0.2. State
x2 is not onstrained. An input disturban e variable x3 is added to a hieve
o set free estimation. Figure 6.2 shows the results of MHE with and without inequality onstraints. The un onstrained solution is the rst iteration

Figure 6.2: Variable x1 is onstrained between 0 and 0.2. The un onstrained
solution violates the upper bound onstraint on x1 . By in orporating the
onstraints the solution is improved.
for expli it MHE al ulation. After 5 iterations (for ea h of the 49 separate
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optimizations), onstrained expli it MHE (CE MHE) agrees losely with the
impli it solution (MHE) as seen in Figure 6.3. Using the a tive set strategy

Figure 6.3: Results for onstrained expli it MHE (CE MHE) ompared to optimization based MHE (labeled as MHE). Note that x1 now meets the onstraint
ondition.
proposed in this se tion, expli it MHE onverges to the onstrained solution.
The details of the onvergen e are not obvious be ause the only values reported
in Figure 6.3 are the nal predi ted values. An iteration by iteration sequen e
is informative to show the onvergen e properties. The last optimization is
taken as a example using all 50 data points with a horizon of 49. Figure 6.4
shows the rst iteration. The third state (x3 ) is the input disturban e variable.
At the rst iteration, the upper bound of x1 is violated by the un onstrained
expli it MHE solution. On e the un onstrained solution is omputed, a sear h
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Figure 6.4: First iteration of the expli it MHE solution. State x1 violates the
upper bound onstraint of 0.2.
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is performed to identify all of the onstraint violations. For the next iteration,
penalties are added to the obje tive fun tion for ea h of the violations. Figure
6.5 shows the results of the expli it solution with weighting pla ed at the former
onstraint violations. Negative Lagrange multipliers are identi ed for the next

Figure 6.5: Se ond iteration for expli it MHE. Weighting is added to matrix
Qb where the x1 traje tory formerly violated the upper bound onstraint of
0.2. The onstraint information is indi ated as titious measurements even
though x1 is not a tually measured.
iteration to determine the equality onstraints that should be removed from the
a tive set. Negative Lagrange multipliers are found between 0:0  time  0:2
and 1:3  time  1:9. For the next iteration these onstraints are removed
from the a tive set. No additional onstraint violations are identi ed so no
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onstraints are added to the a tive set. A de rease in the augmented obje tive
fun tion indi ates that the iteration should be a epted. Figure 6.6 shows the
third iteration. After the third iteration, negative Lagrange multipliers are

Figure 6.6: Third iteration of expli it MHE. The expli it MHE solution is approa hing the impli it MHE solution as the a tive set of onstraints is re ned.
found between 0:3  time  0:4 and 1:1  time  1:2. For the next iteration these onstraints are removed from the a tive set and the expli it MHE
is re al ulated, resulting in a suÆ ient de rease in the augmented obje tive
fun tion. Figure 6.7 displays the fourth iteration. After the fourth iteration,
negative Lagrange multipliers are found between 0:5  time  0:6. These
onstraints are removed from the a tive set for the nal iteration. Again, the
augmented obje tive fun tion de reases. Figure 6.8 displays the nal iteration.
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Figure 6.7: Fourth iteration of expli it MHE. The expli it MHE solution almost agrees exa tly with the impli it MHE solution. The nal solution requires
one more iteration for onvergen e.
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The nal iteration of expli it MHE shows ex ellent agreement between both

Figure 6.8: Final iteration of expli it MHE. In all, the expli it solution sequen e required 5 iterations for onvergen e.
solutions. The input disturban e variable x3 is de ned as onstant over the
entire time horizon. This example shows the development of MHE for a onstrained linear system, making the problem nonlinear. The MHE framework
naturally in orporates onstraints into the problem formulation. The expli it
solution required approximately 2500 oating point operations per iteration
for a total of 12,500. The impli it solution required approximately 122 million
oating point operations before the optimizer rea hed the default maximum
number of iterations. The inability of the impli it solution to onverge qui kly
is most likely due to the de ien ies of dire t single shooting with softened
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onstraints. A more robust approa h obtained by dire t multiple shooting or
ollo ation of the state equations would undoubtedly improve the impli it solution omputational e ort, but not to the level of the expli it MHE approa h.
6.5

Example 3: Flash Column Composition Estimation

This se tion shows an example of MHE, but for a physi ally realisti pro ess, a 17 state model of a ash olumn (see Figure 6.9. The unknown
ompositions are estimated from the temperature and ow rate measurements.
When the liquid stream enters the olumn at a pressure below the liquid's vapor pressure, a fra tion of the stream instantaneously ashes into the vapor
phase. A rigorous nonlinear model of mass, energy, and thermodynami equilibrium relationships predi ts the dynami behavior of the olumn. A diagram
of the model is presented in Figure 6.9. The feed tank ontains an equimolar

Figure 6.9: Flow sheet diagram of the ash olumn model. The ash olumn
onsists of a feed tank with unknown spe ies ompositions, a ash olumn,
and vapor and liquid outlet streams.
hydro arbon mixture of C4H10 , C5H12 , C6H14 , C7 H16, and C8H18 . The feed
and ash temperatures are measured as are the vapor and liquid ow rates.
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Noise is added to the measurements with mean zero and standard deviation 0.5
for the temperatures and 0.02 for the ow rates. The obje tive is to estimate
the feed tank ompositions from the temperature and ow rate measurements.
Figure 6.10 shows the measurements taken over the time horizon of interest.
The 17 state model has 5 di erential states and 12 algebrai states. For full

Figure 6.10: The estimated states onverge qui kly to the real system even
though the initial guess is poor.
observability, the observability matrix must have rank  5. For this example, the observability matrix is rank de ient at 3. This analysis reveals that
temperature and ow measurements of a ash olumn an only be used to exa tly estimate ompositions of mixtures with  3 omponents. Alternatively,
2 additional ompositions ould be measured to make the system observable.
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However, even if the system is not fully observable, some information an be
re onstru ted that an be better than the initial omposition estimates. For
this example, the ompositions are initially estimated as 0.3 whereas the a tual ompositions are all lo ated at 0.2. Figure 6.11 shows the estimation of
the ompositions over a 100 se ond time horizon. A forgetting fa tor of 0.5 on

Figure 6.11: Estimated ompositions of C4H10 , C5H12 , and C6H14 approa h
the a tual values of 0.2. The other two ompositions of C7H16 and C8H18
deviate signi antly be ause the system is not fully observable.
the initial state was used to in orporate previous estimates. The estimation is
able to re onstru t the ompositions of C4H10, C5H12 , and C6 H14. However,
the other two ompositions, C7 H16 and C8H18 , deviate signi antly from the
orre t solution. This deviation is a result of an unobservable system.
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Inequality onstraints an bound unobservable states to in rease the
a ura y of the estimation. For this example, suppose it is known that the
omposition of C7 H16 should not be above a omposition of 0.22. This onstraint information an be in orporated into the expli it MHE formulation to
provide a better estimate of ompositions. Figure 6.12 shows the results of
bounding the C7H16 omposition. At the nal solution the a tive onstraint

Figure 6.12: The omposition estimation is greatly improved by adding an
inequality onstraint to C7 H16. Even though the system is not fully observable,
the omposition estimates losely approximate the a tual values.
on C7H16 omposition has a Lagrange multiplier of +0.02, on rming that the
onstraint should be a tive. The estimation of the omposition is greatly improved by in orporating additional information about the pro ess in the form
of an inequality onstraint.
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6.5.1 Expli it MHE S aling with Model Size

An important property of expli it MHE is omputational s aling to
large-s ale problems. To test the s alability to large-s ale problems, a series of
17 state ash olumns are ombined to form larger models. These su essively
larger models are solved for the linear and nonlinear ase as seen in Figure
6.13. A horizon of 50 samples is used for all of the simulations. Both linear

Figure 6.13: Expli it MHE s aling to large-s ale model size. Both the nonlinear and linear approa hes s ale O(x2) in the number of oating point operations, where x is the number of variables in the model.
and nonlinear expli it MHE s ale O(x2) in the number of oating point operations, although the linear approa h s ales approximately 6 times better than
the nonlinear method. With omputers that operate in the Gigahertz range,
the omputational feasibility of expli it MHE is ex ellent even for large-s ale
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problems (10,000+ variables).
6.5.2 Expli it MHE S aling to Long Time Horizons

Some estimation problems require long time horizons (> 100 sampling
intervals). Long time horizons may be ne essary when the measurements have
low signal to noise ratios, pro ess measurements o ur mu h faster than the
pro ess dynami s, or there is a large di eren e among the sampling frequenies of multiple measurements. Another reason for a long time horizon is for
parameter estimation where a few parameters are estimated from a long time
period of histori al data. Figure 6.14 displays the e e t of time horizon length
on the number of oating point operations for the 17 state ash olumn model.
For nonlinear models, the s aling is quadrati for in reasing horizon length.
For linear models the s aling is linear for in reasing horizon length. The linear
model s aling is parti ularly amenable for problems that may require a very
long time horizon.
6.6

Example 4: Two State CSTR

State estimation of a CSTR is a popular ben hmark test problem as
found in Albuquerque and Biegler [3℄ and Haseltine and Rawlings [38℄, inter
alii. A des ription of the model, variables, and equations is given in Appendix
B. The purpose of this example is to estimate the omputational load for
di erent estimation strategies.
A realisti estimation problem was devised to test eMHE for a sequen e
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Figure 6.14: Expli it MHE s aling to horizon length. For nonlinear models,
s aling is O(x2) in the number of oating point operations. For linear models,
s aling is O(x) where x is the horizon length.
of step responses. The estimator horizon is set to 60 minutes and divided into
1 minute segments. The temperature is sampled every minute and orrupted
by normally distributed noise with a standard deviation of 5 K. Con entration
is sampled every 10 minutes with a standard deviation of 0.01 mol
m . Plantmodel mismat h is introdu ed by using an a tivation energy of the rst order
J
(A ! B ) rea tion of 8750 molJ for the model and 8740 mol
for the plant. The
plant-model mismat h is introdu ed to ause deviation of the estimated response from the a tual pro ess. The steady state deviation an be eliminated
by in luding parameter estimation or a disturban e variable. At the rst sampling time the plant is assumed to be at steady state with a ja ket ooling
temperature of 300 K. At 20 minutes the ooling temperature is set to 290 K,
3
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followed by a step to 310 K at 60 minutes. At 70 minutes the ooling temperature returns to 290 K. Figure 6.15 shows the results of the MHE study.
The eMHE solution averaged approximately 22,000 oating point operations

Figure 6.15: Estimation performan e of the expli it solution MHE (eMHE)
versus MHE. The state variable (SV) estimation is diÆ ult to distinguish
on the graph be ause the predi tions are virtually identi al for the two approa hes. The only di eren e is the substantially lower omputational e ort
required to rea h a solution.
to ompute a solution. The dire t single shooting optimization MHE solution
averaged approximately 40 million oating point operations. The CPU time
results from Liebman et al. were performed on a omputer that delivers approximately 1 MFLOPS with LINPACK ben hmark tests [47℄. He reported
in 1992 solution times in the range of 1-100 se onds giving approximate om153

putational e ort in the range of 1-100 million oating point operations for
sparse solvers and orthogonal ollo ation on nite elements. The expli it solution approa h o ers improved omputational performan e that is insensitive
to onvergen e toleran e, poor initial onditions, strong nonlinearities, and
other fa tors that in uen e the impli it solution approa h.
6.7

Con lusions

Moving horizon estimation has been demonstrated to be a superior
state estimation te hnique ompared with the extended Kalman lter. The
only disadvantage is the additional omputational expense needed to solve
the MHE optimization problem. This hapter outlines an expli it solution
te hnique that removes the omputational disadvantage for large s ale nonlinear DAE systems that is guaranteed to onverge when the system is fully
observable or when previous estimates are in orporated into the optimization. Inequality onstraints add variable bounds that an improve the state
estimation, espe ially for systems that are not fully observable. An iterative
approa h is ne essary to determine an a tive set of equality onstraints from
the full set of inequality onstraints. The iterative solution has guaranteed
onvergen e by sele ting new a tive sets that generate a suÆ ient de rease in
the augmented obje tive fun tion. The omputational expense of the most
hallenging problem in this hapter required 22,000 oating point operations,
only a few mi ro-se onds with modern omputational power. The omputational expense of impli it optimization MHE is signi antly more, with a
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possibility of onvergen e failure depending on the initial onditions sele ted,
problem nonlinearity, hoi e of optimizer, et .
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Chapter 7
Con lusions and Re ommendations

7.1

Summary of Contributions

The main fo us of this dissertation is to redu e the omputational requirements for large-s ale DAE model-based estimation and ontrol. This
obje tive is a omplished by a variety of strategies that are ombined in an
e e tive way to meet real-time onstraints with limited omputing resour es.
The prin ipal strategies are storage and retrieval o -line to enable eÆ ient
on-line ontrol, nonlinear DAE model redu tion, and development of expli it
optimization solutions. Both moving horizon estimation and re eeding horizon
ontrol are developed to meet real-time onstraints.
7.1.1 Development of a Superior Alternative to Neural Networks
for Nonlinear Fun tion Approximation

ISAT, as formerly applied in ombustion appli ations, was infeasible
as a general nonlinear fun tion approximator be ause it required sensitivity
information. A statisti al approximation to the sensitivity allows ISAT to
store and retrieve any linear or nonlinear fun tion with error ontrol.
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7.1.2 Automati , Iterative DAE Model Redu tion

Automati order redu tion of the di erential equations is made possible
by introdu ing a variable error predi tor that iteratively determines the order
of the redu ed model. This variable error predi tor an also be used to further
redu e the model order by in reasing the redu ed order model a ura y. For
the algebrai equations, a partitioning and pre eden e ordering is performed
to divide the equations and variables into su essively independent sets. On e
partitioned, ISAT stores and retrieves solutions to the subsets of equations.
By building a database of solutions, the equations are automati ally expli itly
transformed. The automati transformation avoids the sus eptability to error
that would ome from a manual expli it transformation on an equation by
equation basis.
7.1.3 Redu ed Computational E ort for Nonlinear MPC

The two most omputationally expensive parts of nonlinear MPC are
state estimation and regulation. Redu tion by up to 100 times is possible by
storing and retrieving the ontinuous nonlinear DAE integrations.
The state estimation is a dynami data re on iliation of the model predi tion and plant measurements. State estimation is a ne essary step when
full state feedba k is impossible, plant-model mismat h is present, or measurements are orrupted with noise. By storing and retrieving DAE model
integrations and sensitivities, the estimator al ulation speed is greatly improved.
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The regulator uses the results of the estimator to determine a set of
optimal inputs that will minimize an obje tive fun tion. By using ISAT to
ompute the model state evolution onstraints, the omputational time of
ISAT is redu ed by up to 100 times.
7.1.4 Development of Expli it Nonlinear MPC

By storing and retrieving optimal ontrol solutions, an approximate
expli it NMPC ontroller is developed. The error ontrol embedded in ISAT
ensures that variable error toleran es are not ex eeded. For onstrained QP
problems, the initial estimate of the ROA is restri ted to the state spa e with
the same a tive set of onstraints. In the limit as tol goes to zero, the algorithm yields the exa t expli it MPC solution. The dimensionality problems of
previous approa hes is over ome by only storing and retrieving solutions that
are a essed in pra ti e.
7.1.5 Development of Expli it Moving Horizon Estimation

Moving horizon estimation requires a solution to a NLP problem omparable in omputational omplexity to the ontrol formulation. In order for
model-based ontrol to fun tion, a urrent estimate of the states is ne essary
before every ontrol optimization. An expli it solution to the MHE problem
is developed for nonlinear ODE or DAE models. Inequality onstraints an
be enfor ed by iteratively de ning the a tive set of variables at the onstraint
bounds. An expli it solution is guaranteed by weighting previous estimates
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in the obje tive fun tion. Disturban es and parameters are simultaneously
estimated with the states in one expli it solution.
7.2

Future Work

Several extensions of this work are possible. The proposed future work
involves model redu tion for the non-expert user, new appli ations for model
redu tion, a few suggested developments for ISAT, and expli it MHE for parameter estimation.
7.2.1 Model Redu tion for the Non-Expert User

Automated model redu tion for non-expert users an be in orporated
into popular DAE solvers with the new te hniques presented in Chapter 3. A
user would spe ify an error toleran e for the original model variables and the
solver ould iteratively determine the redu ed model size. Model redu tion
was not found to signi antly redu e the omputational expense of simulating
a dynami system. However, large omputational advantages may exist for
redu ed model sensitivity analysis as explained in Se tion 7.2.2.
7.2.2 Model Redu tion for Sensitivity Analysis

For initial states sensitivities, an additional n2 variables are solved simultaneously with the original n variables. By redu ing the model order to
r states, the number of sensitivity variables is redu ed to r2 . For parameter
sensitivities, an additional nxp variables are solved simultaneously with the
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original variables. A model order of r states redu es the number of sensitivity
variables to rxp. EÆ ient sensitivity al ulations are important for the single and multiple shooting solution te hniques for nonlinear MPC, MHE, and
model parameter estimation.
7.2.3 Model Redu tion with the Open Equation Format

Chapter 3 shows te hniques for redu tion of models in the open equation format (0 = f (x;_ x; u)). The simultaneous optimization approa h requires
a dis retization s heme su h as orthogonal ollo ation on nite elements to
onvert the di erential equations into the NLP form. A numeri al example
of model redu tion using the simultaneous approa h was never developed.
Instead, the sequential solution approa h was used be ause of programming
simpli ity. However, in order to use the sequential approa h, the model must
be onverted to the semi-expli it form (x_ = f (x; u)). This onversion was
possible for all models that are shown in this dissertation, however, it may
be ne essary to work with the open equation form dire tly. An interesting
study would be to ompare the omputational and theoreti al properties of
the simultaneous and sequential solution approa hes for redu ed models in
simulation and ontrol.
7.2.4 Higher Order Pie ewise Approximations in ISAT

ISAT approximates nonlinear fun tions by building multi-dimensional
pie ewise linear lo al approximations. The storage and retrieval performan e
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ould be in reased by developing higher order lo al approximations. For some
appli ations, it is desirable for the fun tion approximation to be ontinuous
or ontinuously di erentiable. A higher order approximator may in rease the
regions that meet these onstraints. Another method to approximate ontinuously di erentiable fun tions may be to retrieve multiple nearby linear re ords
to generate higher order approximations.
7.2.5 Parameter Estimation

Chapter 6 demonstrates a very eÆ ient implementation of MHE to estimate the states, parameters, and disturban e variables from an advan ing
horizon of measurements. Periodi ally, it may be desirable to estimate new
model parameters from a long history of normal operating data. In pra ti e,
this is usually a omplished by sele ting a few points at steady state operation, setting the derivatives in the model to zero, and solving an optimization
problem to minimize the di eren e between the model and data. The drawba ks to this approa h stem from limiting the parameter estimation to steady
state data. Optimal parameter estimation would in lude all histori al data
that are deemed valid. These data sets may in lude produ t grade transitions
or be segmented by periods of shut-down or orrupted measurements. Expli it
MHE was shown to s ale quadrati ally with respe t to model size and horizon
length and may o er a superior alternative to optimization-based parameter
updates.
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Appendix A
Binary Distillation Column Model

Figure A.1: Diagram of a dynami binary distillation olumn model with
equilibrium stages
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Symbol
m_ F
m_ R
Q_

Table A.1: Variables
Des ription
Feed rate
Re ux rate
Reboiler heating rate

Units
gm

Symbol
x_ A
h_

Des ription
Liquid mole fra tion
Spe i enthalpy

Units
none

Symbol

Des ription
Vapor mole fra tion
Liquid mole fra tion
Temperature
Vapor molar ow rate
Liquid molar ow rate
Spe i vapor enthalpy
Spe i liquid enthalpy
Saturation pressure of ompound j

Units
none
none

yA
xL
T
n_ V
n_ L
hV
hL
Pisat

Symbol

Manipulated variables

Variables at ea h of the 26 stages
Di erential variables

Algebrai variables

Other variables

se
gm
se
J
se

J
mol

K

mol
se
mol
se
J
mol
J
mol

Pa

Des ription
Units
nL
Liquid molar holdup
mol
gm
MWF (xA ) Mole ular weight of feed stream
mol
gm
MWR (xA ) Mole ular weight of re ux stream
mol
P
Stage pressure
Pa
hVj (T )
Spe i vapor enthalpy of ompound j molJ
L
hj (T )
Spe i liquid enthalpy of ompound j molJ
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Table A.2: Equations
Di erential Equations
Component A mole balan e at ea h stage



m
_
1
yA n_ V
xA n_ L + xA MW (x )
x_ A = n yA n_ V + xA n_ L
Energy balan e at ea h stage 



_h = n1 hV n_ V + hL n_ L hV n_ V hV n_ L + hL MWm_ (x ) + Q_
Algebrai Equations
Raoult's law for VLE
yA = x PP
Liquid mole fra tion equation
xL = hh hh
Bubble point temperature equation
P = xA PAsat + (1 xA )PBsat
Vapor molar ow rate equation
n_ V = (_nV + n_ L )(1 xL )
Liquid molar ow rate equation
n_ L = (_nV + n_ L ) xL
Vapor enthalpy equation
hV = yA hV A (T ) + (1 yA )hV B (T )
Liquid enthalpy equation
hL = xA hLA (T ) + (1 xA )hLB (T )
Pure omponent j saturated vapor pressure equation (DIPPR
database)

Pjsat = exp A + BT + C ln(T ) + DT E
in

L

L

in

in

in

in

in

out

in

out

in

out

out

out

out

sat
A A

L

out

in

out

V
V

in
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Appendix B
Dual CSTR Model

Figure B.1: This model is a dual CSTR with an exothermi rst-order rea tion.
It is the same model as the one used by Hahn [34℄, but with some minor
modi ations.
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Table B.1: Variables

Manipulated variables

Symbol Des ription
u
Valve position at the outlet of rea tor #2
Q
Cooling heat ow from rea tor #1

Units
dimensionless
J

Symbol Des ription
V1
Volume of rea tor #1
CA1
Con entration of A in rea tor #1
T1
Temperature of rea tor #1
V2
Volume of rea tor #2
CA2
Con entration of A in rea tor #2
T2
Temperature of rea tor #2

Units

State variables

Other parameters

se

m3

mol
m3

K
m3

mol
m3

K

Symbol Des ription
Units
mol
CAF
Con entration of A in the feed
m
TF
Feed temperature
K
mol
qF
Feed ow rate
se
mol
q1
Flow rate out of rea tor #1
se
mol
q2
Flow rate out of rea tor #2
se
mol
k0
Pre-exponential fa tor
m se
J
E
A tivation energy
mol
J
R
Universal gas onstant (8.31451)
mol K
kg

Density of the liquid
mol
J
Heat apa ity of the liquid
p
kg K
J
H
Energy of rea tion
mol
Constant relating valve position to ow rate se molm
3

3

3=2
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Table B.2: Equations
Equation(s)
Flowp rates
q1 = p
V1 V2
q2 = V1 u
Volume balan es
dV
q1
dt = qF
dV
= q1 q2
dt
Component balan es
1

2

)

(





= qF CAF q1 CA1 k0CA1V1 exp RTE 
(
) =q C
1 A1 q2 CA2 k0 CA2 V2 exp RTE
Energy balan es  
d(V T )
= qF TF q1T1 +  H k0CA1V1 exp RTE  Q
dt
d(V T )
= q1T1 q2T2 +  H k0CA2V2 exp RTE
dt
d V1 CA1
dt
d V2 CA2
dt

1 1

1

2

p

2 2

p

1

p
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Appendix C
Flowsheet Model

Figure C.1: Diagram of the owsheet model involving equal molar feed streams
of butane, pentane, hexane, heptane, and o tane at 300 K and 1 ATM. The
model has 229 variables with 12 ODEs and 217 AEs.
Tables C-1 - C-5 are a listing of all of the variables in the owsheet
model. The tables are divided by the model units. Table C-6 shows the irredu eable portion from the partitioning and pre eden e ordering of the variables
and equations. This is the only set involving more than one variable and one
equation and it onsists of 16 variables and 16 equations from the ash olumn.
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Table C.1: Feed Variables
Name
Name
Units
feed1. (C4H10) feed2. (C4H10) kmol
m
feed1. (C5H12) feed2. (C5H12) kmol
m
feed1. (C6H14) feed2. (C6H14) kmol
m
feed1. (C7H16) feed2. (C7H16) kmol
m
feed1. (C8H18) feed2. (C8H18) kmol
m
kmol
feed1.dens
feed2.dens
m
J
feed1.h
feed2.h
kmol
kmol
feed1.ndot
feed2.ndot
se
m
feed1.vdot
feed2.vdot
se
feed1.x(C8H18) feed2.x(C8H18) none
feed1.y(C4H10) feed2.y(C4H10) none
feed1.y(C5H12) feed2.y(C5H12) none
feed1.y(C6H14) feed2.y(C6H14) none
feed1.y(C7H16) feed2.y(C7H16) none
feed1.y(C8H18) feed2.y(C8H18) none
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
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Table C.2: Flash Column Variables
Name
Units
ash.outlet liq. (C4H10) ash.outlet vap. (C4H10) kmol
m
ash.outlet liq. (C5H12) ash.outlet vap. (C5H12) kmol
m
ash.outlet liq. (C6H14) ash.outlet vap. (C6H14) kmol
m
ash.outlet liq. (C7H16) ash.outlet vap. (C7H16) kmol
m
ash.outlet liq. (C8H18) ash.outlet vap. (C8H18) kmol
m
kmol
ash.outlet liq.dens
ash.outlet vap.dens
m
J
ash.outlet liq.h
ash.outlet vap.h
kmol
kg
ash.outlet liq.mdot
ash.outlet vap.mdot
se
kmol
ash.outlet liq.ndot
ash.outlet vap.ndot
se
ash.outlet vap.p
Pa
ash.outlet liq.p
ash.outlet liq.t
ash.outlet vap.t
K
m
ash.outlet vap.vdot
ash.outlet liq.vdot
se
ash.outlet liq.x(C4H10) ash.outlet vap.x(C4H10) none
ash.outlet liq.x(C5H12) ash.outlet vap.x(C5H12) none
ash.outlet liq.x(C6H14) ash.outlet vap.x(C6H14) none
ash.outlet liq.x(C7H16) ash.outlet vap.x(C7H16) none
ash.outlet liq.x(C8H18) ash.outlet vap.x(C8H18) none
ash.outlet liq.y(C4H10) ash.outlet vap.y(C4H10) none
ash.outlet liq.y(C5H12) ash.outlet vap.y(C5H12) none
ash.outlet liq.y(C6H14) ash.outlet vap.y(C6H14) none
ash.outlet liq.y(C7H16) ash.outlet vap.y(C7H16) none
ash.outlet liq.y(C8H18) ash.outlet vap.y(C8H18) none
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
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Table C.3: Heat Ex hanger Variables
Heat Ex hanger Outlet Units Name
Units
kmol
hx .outlet. (C4H10)
hx .reserve. (C4H10) kmol
m
m
kmol
hx .outlet. (C5H12)
hx .reserve. (C5H12) kmol
m
m
kmol
hx .outlet. (C6H14) kmol
hx
.reserve.
(C6H14)
m
m
kmol
hx .outlet. (C7H16) kmol
hx
.reserve.
(C7H16)
m
m
hx .outlet. (C8H18) kmol
hx .reserve. (C8H18) kmol
m
m
kmol
kmol
hx .outlet.dens
hx
.reserve.dens
m
m
J
J
hx .reserve.h
hx .outlet.h
kmol
kmol
kg
hx .reserve.m
kg
hx .outlet.mdot
se
kmol
hx .outlet.ndot
hx
.reserve.n
kmol
se
hx .outlet.p
Pa
hx .reserve.p
Pa
hx .outlet.t
K
hx .reserve.t
K
m
hx .reserve.v
m3
hx .outlet.vdot
se
hx .outlet.x(C4H10) none hx .reserve.x(C4H10) none
hx .outlet.x(C5H12) none hx .reserve.x(C5H12) none
hx .outlet.x(C6H14) none hx .reserve.x(C6H14) none
hx .outlet.x(C7H16) none hx .reserve.x(C7H16) none
hx .outlet.x(C8H18) none hx .reserve.x(C8H18) none
hx .outlet.y(C4H10) none hx .reserve.y(C4H10) none
hx .outlet.y(C5H12) none hx .reserve.y(C5H12) none
hx .outlet.y(C6H14) none hx .reserve.y(C6H14) none
hx .outlet.y(C7H16) none hx .reserve.y(C7H16) none
hx .outlet.y(C8H18) none hx .reserve.y(C8H18) none
3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3
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Table C.4: Splitter Variables
Split Outlet 1
Split Outlet 2
Units
split.fra 2
none
split.outlet1. (C4H10) split.outlet2. (C4H10) kmol
m
split.outlet1. (C5H12) split.outlet2. (C5H12) kmol
m
split.outlet1. (C6H14) split.outlet2. (C6H14) kmol
m
split.outlet1. (C7H16) split.outlet2. (C7H16) kmol
m
split.outlet1. (C8H18) split.outlet2. (C8H18) kmol
m
kmol
split.outlet1.dens
split.outlet2.dens
m
J
split.outlet1.h
split.outlet2.h
kmol
kg
split.outlet1.mdot
split.outlet2.mdot
se
kmol
split.outlet1.ndot
split.outlet2.ndot
se
split.outlet1.p
split.outlet2.p
Pa
split.outlet1.t
split.outlet2.t
K
m
split.outlet1.vdot
split.outlet2.vdot
se
split.outlet1.x(C4H10) split.outlet2.x(C4H10) none
split.outlet1.x(C5H12) split.outlet2.x(C5H12) none
split.outlet1.x(C6H14) split.outlet2.x(C6H14) none
split.outlet1.x(C7H16) split.outlet2.x(C7H16) none
split.outlet1.x(C8H18) split.outlet2.x(C8H18) none
split.outlet1.y(C4H10) split.outlet2.y(C4H10) none
split.outlet1.y(C5H12) split.outlet2.y(C5H12) none
split.outlet1.y(C6H14) split.outlet2.y(C6H14) none
split.outlet1.y(C7H16) split.outlet2.y(C7H16) none
split.outlet1.y(C8H18) split.outlet2.y(C8H18) none
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
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Table C.5: Mixer and Tank Variables
Mixer
Tank Outlet
Tank Holdup
Units
mixer1.outlet. (C4H10) tank.outlet. (C4H10) tank.reserve. (C4H10) kmol
m
mixer1.outlet. (C5H12) tank.outlet. (C5H12) tank.reserve. (C5H12) kmol
m
mixer1.outlet. (C6H14) tank.outlet. (C6H14) tank.reserve. (C6H14) kmol
m
mixer1.outlet. (C7H16) tank.outlet. (C7H16) tank.reserve. (C7H16) kmol
m
mixer1.outlet. (C8H18) tank.outlet. (C8H18) tank.reserve. (C8H18) kmol
m
kmol
mixer1.outlet.dens
tank.outlet.dens
tank.reserve.dens
m
J
mixer1.outlet.h
tank.outlet.h
tank.reserve.h
kmol
mixer1.outlet.mdot
tank.outlet.mdot
tank.reserve.m (kg) sekg
mixer1.outlet.ndot
tank.outlet.ndot
tank.reserve.n (kmol) kmol
se
mixer1.outlet.p
tank.outlet.p
tank.reserve.p
Pa
mixer1.outlet.t
tank.outlet.t
tank.reserve.t
K
3
mixer1.outlet.vdot
tank.outlet.vdot
tank.reserve.v (m ) mse
mixer1.outlet.x(C4H10) tank.outlet.x(C4H10) tank.reserve.x(C4H10) none
mixer1.outlet.x(C5H12) tank.outlet.x(C5H12) tank.reserve.x(C5H12) none
mixer1.outlet.x(C6H14) tank.outlet.x(C6H14) tank.reserve.x(C6H14) none
mixer1.outlet.x(C7H16) tank.outlet.x(C7H16) tank.reserve.x(C7H16) none
mixer1.outlet.x(C8H18) tank.outlet.x(C8H18) tank.reserve.x(C8H18) none
mixer1.outlet.y(C4H10) tank.outlet.y(C4H10) tank.reserve.y(C4H10) none
mixer1.outlet.y(C5H12) tank.outlet.y(C5H12) tank.reserve.y(C5H12) none
mixer1.outlet.y(C6H14) tank.outlet.y(C6H14) tank.reserve.y(C6H14) none
mixer1.outlet.y(C7H16) tank.outlet.y(C7H16) tank.reserve.y(C7H16) none
mixer1.outlet.y(C8H18) tank.outlet.y(C8H18) tank.reserve.y(C8H18) none
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
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Table C.6: Partitioning and Pre eden e Ordering Impli it Blo k
Variable
Eqn #
ash.outlet vap.x(C8H18) 203
214
ash.outlet vap.h
ash.outlet liq.h
195
ash.outlet liq.x(C8H18) 192
ash.outlet vap.x(C7H16) 191
ash.outlet liq.x(C7H16) 199
ash.outlet vap.x(C6H14) 190
ash.outlet liq.x(C6H14) 198
ash.outlet liq.ndot
194
ash.outlet vap.x(C4H10) 188
ash.outlet vap.ndot
196
ash.outlet vap.x(C5H12) 197
ash.outlet liq.x(C5H12) 189
ash.outlet liq.x(C4H10) 218
ash.outlet liq.t
229
ash.outlet vap.t
193
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